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Ohio men charged in pellet shooting assault
by Mlchoel D. Towle
editorial editor

ing Green Police Chief Galen Ash. He
said Schramm is believed to be responsible for the pellet shooting of a
university woman.
The other man arrested in the incident, Raymond Marsh, 19, 5848 Fremont Pike, has been charged with
complicity to felonious assault. Marsh
is believed to have been driving the
car from which the pellet gun was
fired.

Bowline Green police arrested two
Stoney Ridge, Ohio men Monday in
connection with the shooting of a 20year-old University co-ed with a pellet
gun March 30.
Bradley Schramm, 19, 5550 Fremont Pike, has been charged with
felonious assault, according to Bowl-

More charges are pending against
the two men in connection with a
string of vandalism incidents that
occurred over the March 30-April 1
weekend, Ash said.
Police had several reports of windows in apartments and cars being
shot out by a passing automobile.
Schramm and Marsh were two of
five men who had been in Marsh's car
who were questioned by police after

the incidents occured.
DENISE DELANEY, junior visual
communications technology major,
was standing on the corner of State
and Wooster Streets, where she was
shot in the leg with a pellet gun
allegedly fired by Schramm, Ash
Delaney told police she and her
roommate were standing on the cor-

ner when she heard a .oud "popping"
noise just prior to feeling a pain in her
upper leg caused by the pellet.
Ash said Delaney's description of
the car she saw fleeing the scene
matched the vehicle owned by Marsh.
Police have been unable to connect
the men with a separate incident in
which another University coed was
shot in the forehead with a pellet.
Betsy Meaker, 19, freshman advertis-

ing major, had been standing in front
of the Burger King restaurant, 1570 E.
Wooster St., when she was struck by a
pellet.
Marsh had been identified by William Green of Newark who chased
and caught Marsh's car after his
windshield was shattered by a pellet
while driving southbound on Dunbridge Road south of Sugar Ridge
Road on March 31.

Gallup poll projects Hart
stronger against Reagan
DEFIANCE, Ohio (AP) - Former
Vice President Walter Mondale has
weathered challenger Gary Hart's
surge and again controls the race for
the Democratic presidential nomination. But Han still shows up
stronger in a head-to-head race
against President Reagan, pollster
George Gallup said yesterday.
Gallup said Democrats at this summer's convention may find themselves forced to support Hart if the
Colorado senator's perceived
strength against Reagan continues.
"In 1952, Taft was the choice of the
delegates, but Eisenhower was the
candidate that the opinion polls said
could beat Stevenson," Gallup said.

Construction

For a brief period after the New
Hampshire primary. Hart was seen
as beating Reagan in a head-to-head
meeting. Public opinion has shifted
from mat, but Hart still is seen as
giving Reagan an extremely close
race, Gallup said.
"He is continuing to give the President a better race, certainly better
than Mondale would," Gallup said.
Jesse Jackson, the third Democrat
in the race, holds a huge key to
Mondale's success at the July convention and thereafter, according to Gallup.
"IT BEHOOVES Mr. Mondale to be
very nice to Mr. Jackson and very
accommodating because the blacks

progressing

have traditionally voted Democratic.
But I don't expect to see Mr. Jackson
try to break away from the party
because that would undo what he has
accomplished," Gallup said.
Although only 15 percent of the
Gallup organization's work is political, its opinion polls through 24 national elections consistently have
selected the winning candidate and
come within 2 or 3 percentage points
of the victory margin.
Recent economic polls conducted
by Gallup show American confidence
in the economy to be at an all-time
high, something Gallup said benefits
President Reagan.
"Consumer optimism is at a crest.
It's the highest we've noted in several
years. Fully 50 percent of the people
say they are satisfied with the way
things are in the country and that's
mostly in the economy. That number
has been as low as 12 percent," he
said.
Gallup noted a role reversal in the
Republicans and Democrats in 1984.
While the GOP generally is viewed as
the party likely to keep the peace,
Reagan still is seen as weak on war
and peace, while Mondale is Men as
the peace candidate.
Reagan is viewed as the best candidate to keep the economy in line,
Gallup said.

Through rain and sleel the West Hall construction continues. Scott Thompson, a Toledo resident and carpenter for the Rudoph
Llbby construction company, uses his shovel to move the concrete along the chute into the bucket. The crew poured the concrete
walls (or the three outside entrances.

Cuyahoga judge faces charges of soliciting, accepting bribe
CLEVELAND (AP) - A Cuyahoga
County grand jury returned a twocount indictment yesterday against
Common Pleas Judge James McGettrick, charging him with soliciting
and accepting a bribe.
The indictment alleges that McGettrick solicited a $5,000bribe on April 2
regarding a state criminal case
against Frank Fencl, a reputed mem-

ber of the Hell's Angels motorcycle bills from McGettrick's home last
club. It also charges that McGettrick Friday.
accepted the bribe on April 12.
The judge, 67, was arrested in his
chambers that day and is free on a $2,Under state law the judge is dis- 500 signature bond, awaiting a prelimqualified from hearing cases while inary hearing tomorrow.
Fencl faces trial on an aggravated
the indictment is pending.
Documents filed in connection with murder charge in the 1980 slaying of
a request to search the judge's home Joseph Bonarrgio.
and chambers said Cleveland police
IN THE DOCUMENTS filed with
detectives recovered (5,000 in marked

Suit filed against board

Religion classes opposed
by Mary Jo McVay
news editor

'

A Findlay couple has filed a lawsuit
protesting religious education classes
held in public schools. The suit has
been filed against the Findlay Board
of Education, its members and Superintendent of Schools C.W. Manuel.
The suit, filed by Lawrence Ford
and Polly Millet, claims the Board of
Education "actively promotes, encourages attendance, indirectly finances and uses its powers of
compulsory attendance to solicit participation in religious education
classes."
Although participation in the
classes is voluntary and they are not
held during school hours, Ford and
Millet believe use of school buildings
to teach religious education is uncon-

Air Force
base vital,
Glenn says

stitutional because it is in violation of
separation
of church and state.
r
'I think it's against the law," Ford
said. "There is a question here as to
legality. Otherwise, we wouldn't be
going this far."
The Board of Education said in a
1978 statement it did not endorse the
religious education classes but was
only providing a place to hold them.
FORD SAID it does not matter
whether the majority of the community agrees with having the classes or
what religion is being promoted. He
said the problem is that any religion is
being taught.
"we don't want any religion taught
in public schools, he said. "I
wouldn't even want them to teach my
religion. I feel the proper place for
religious instruction is in the home or
in the church."
Manuel said, "We are convinced
DAYTON (AP) - Sen. John Glenn,
calling Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base vital to the Southwest Ohio economy and the nation's security, said he
will do his best to make sure Ohio gets
its share of future defense contracts.
Glenn, D-Ohio. was visiting the
Dayton area on the second day of a
trip across the state - Glenn's first
since his failed presidential campaign
ended last month. The senator was In
Columbus Monday.
"In times like these, when our state
is still struggling with massive unem-

that we are doing nothing wrong or
inappropriate and we feel very
strongly about that." He and the
others named in the suit were advised
by attorney Russell Rakestraw not to
make further comment in relation to
the case.
Ford said he and Millet are "bringing it to the attention of the court and
letting the court decide."
The classes are offered to third and
fourth grade students by the Findlay
Weekday Religious Education Council which pays the school board $1 a
year for rent.
The case was filed with U.S. District Court in Toledo on Jan. 30 and is
assigned to Judge John Potter. It will
come before Judge Potter to determine if the case can be heard as a
class action. A class action suit is filed
by individuals on behalf of a larger
group.
Eloyment and other economic difficules, it's especially important that
Ohio gets its fair share of defense
contracts and other federal moneys
that too often have gone to the South,"
Glenn said.
Besides Wright-Patterson, Glena
visited the Air Force Museum and
said chances are good the federal
government will provide a $5 million
grant to help expand it.
Glenn said many of the aircraft now
stored outside at the museum are
deteriorating because of weather exposure

the court Monday, an unidentified
federal agent said in an affidavit that
on April 2 the judge told him he
needed $5,000 within two weeks to "fix
the Fencl case."
A week later, Cleveland police and
agents from the FBI and the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
began surveillance of McGettrick.
The agent said that he gave McGettrick $5,000 last Thursday in the men's

room at a cafe after a meeting observed by electronic surveillance.
County Prosecutor John Corrigan
said the investigation is limited to
McGettrick's alleged involvement in
the Fencl case and that there was no
evidence that the judge took money
from anyone else.
In the affidavit, the agent said that
McGettrick complained about receiving only partial payment for a No-

vember 1983 case, also involving a
member of the Hell's Angels, which
he said he fixed for Jerry Milano, an
attorney now suspended from practicing law.
The 1983 case involved Richard
Amato, who was charged with three
counts of aggravated murder. On
Nov. 8, McGettrick dismissed the
three charges and granted a defense
motion for acquittal.

Gunman injures demonstrators
LONDON (AP) - A gunman fired
a submachine gun from a window
of the Libyan Embassy yesteday at
Libyan students demonstrating
against Libyan leader Moammar
Knadafy. A policewoman was
killed and 11 students were injured,
officials at Scotland Yard said.
Police rushed to the embassy,
located a few blocks from Buckingham Palace, and sealed off surrounding streets. A dozen
marksmen were dropped by helicopter and a busload of soldiers
moved into position.
A short time after the mid-morning shooting, a man emerged from
the embassy and surrendered. Police did not know if he was the
gunman.
A staffer of the Libyan news
agency JANA said the man was
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Salah Najim, head of JANA's London bureau. The staffer, who would
not give her name, said Najim was
covering the incident when he was
arrested.
Dozens of police kept guns
trained on the building from behind
trees, lamp posts and police cars.
PEOPLE WOUNDED in today's
attack were taken to Westminster
Hospital, where the policewoman
and two seriously injured demonstrators underwent emergency
surgery. The policewoman,
Yvonne Fletcher, 25, later died, a
police spokesperson said.
Witnesses said some 70 antl-Khadafy Libyan students, many of
them wearing masks to avoid identification, assembled and walked to
the embassy, known officially as

inside
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the Libyan People's Bureau.
Police, who normally do not
carry guns, kept the protesters
behind barricades. Across the
street, two groups of 20 counterdemonstrators also were held back
by officers.
Richard Bowden, 31, a salesman
who once worked in Saudi Arabia,
said the anti-Khadafy students
were shouting in Arabic "Knadafy
hangs students," when the shooting
began.
'"There were no screams. People
just started falling. I don't think
anyone realized what was happening," Bowden said.
Last month, after 26 people were
injured in a series of bombings in
London and Manchester, England,
three Libyan students were
charged arid five other Libyans
were deported.

weather

• Exotic stuffed birds in Life Sciences. Page 3.
• University Hall post office handles campus mail. Page 3.
• Charities Board auction held today. Page 4.

Pom mixed with snow today, high in
tnem«3 30s Mostly cloudy tonghl with
scattered showers, low oround 35
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Simon in battle with Garfunkel

Ohio should mandate
seatbelt use for adults
rphere were 2,796 fatal traffic accidents in Ohio in 1962. Less
A than five percent of the people involved in the fatal
accidents were wearing safety belts.
While studies prove that Ohio's car restraint laws for
infants and toddlers have helped decrease death and injury
due to car accidents, many people still reject the idea that a
mandatory seat belt law can do the same for adults.
Already, in just 13 months since the infant and toddler car
restraint rule became law, use of infant care seats has
increased by 23 percent and it is estimated that 60 percent of
parents comply with the law. These figures are up from
numbers which indicate only 27 percent of Ohio drivers
secured their children before the law.
Seat belts offer nothing but protection for those who wear
them and they cost nothing as they are, by law, part of an
automobile.

bv Art Buchwatd
When it comes to mergers of giant
corporations, it's the little things, and
not the big ones that can make the
deal fall through.
A few weeks ago the Simon Steel
Company decided to merge with Garfunkel Oil and Gas. The lawyers for
both sides, plus their investment
bankers, as well as Simon and Garfunkel were seated at the long conference table going over the last-minute
details.
The lawyer for Garfunkel said.
"Then it is agreed, that*Simon will
pay $1 billion in cash for Garfunkel
Industries with Simon as chairman of
the board and Garfunkel as chief
executive officer. Each will receive $1
million a year in salary, have his own
company plane, the use of the Simon
Company's 150-foot yacht and equal
shares in the 17-room Garfunkel company duck hunting retreat in Canada.
"Further, Simon and Garfunkel will
each have a corner penthouse office in
the Garfunkel Tower building in
Greenwich, Conn., which will be re-

named the Simon & Garfunkel Plaza.
Both parties will have options on 500,000 shares of new stock, at a price no
higher than $20, although we expect it
to come out at $45. Are there any
questions?"
Simon said, "I have one. Where is
my parking spot?"
All the investment bankers and
lawyers started to get nervous.
Garfunkel replied, "Your parking
spot will be right next to mine in the
lot."
Simon said. "As chairman of the
board I'm entitled to the No. 1 parking
place."
Garfunkel said, "I can't give you
my parking spot. I have 3,000 employees, and if you park in my place they
will think I'm second man In the new
company. I built this building and I've
parked in the same place for 10 years,
well put your name and title in front
of your parking space."
Simon said, "That's not good
enough. I get the No. 1 spot or the deal

w

One of the investment bankers who
saw his $50 million commission going
down the drain sent out for a plan of
the parking lot. He spread it out on the
conference table. I'm sure something can be worked out. Mr. Garfunkel mis is your parking space, 10 feet
from the main entrance of the building. Why couldn't we give Mr. Simon
this parking spot on the other side, 10
feet from the entrance?"
Garfunkel said, "That spot is reserved for my wife. She's never
parked anywhere else."
"So where is my wife going to
park?" Simon said angrily.
"Right over here," Garfunkel said.
"My wife would never stand for it.
She's always parked next to me. I get
your parking spot and my wife gets
the space next to me, or the deal is
off."
"Garfunkel turned to one of his
lawyers. "You told me this was going
to be a friendly takeover."
"They didn't say anything about
parking," the lawyer protested.

Simon said, "I'll tell you what I'U
do. The Simon Steel Company will
throw in another $200 million to
sweeten the pot, if I get your parking
space."
Garfunkel got red in the face. "My
parking spot is not for sale. Simon. I
worked too hard to build up this
company to give up my No. 1 slot in
the lot/
Simon stared icily at Garfunkel. "If
you refuse to give me your space,
we'll go out on the market and get
control of the company, and then your
car won't even get inside the gates."

"Okay, Simon, if you want to play
hardball, we can play the same game
too. We'll buy control of your company and dump your car into the
Hudson River."
Simon got up and said to his lawyers, "Let's go, boys. It looks like
we've sot a takeover war on our
hands. I've never parked second to
anyone in my life."
Art Buchwald is a columnist with the
Los Angeles Press Syndicate

&«tt*f **

But many motorists still refuse to use them.
Consequently, more laws which encourage or even mandate the use of safety belts are the answer. Fining motorists
for noncompliance is one solution.
Another would be regulation forcing the car industry to
install devices which would prevent cars from starting unless
all passengers are wearing safety belts. Such regulation has
worked in some European countries and could work in the
U.S. as well.

m HIM VB HAS MY
FULLGOMrlOatCEANO

..VlHfff'NOTANOtrCR
V£U.,WeV£GOTTr\Gfcr
WMIrfcHKKOUTOFTHfc
/OrWisiwmoN,. eur HOW?

The increased use in car safety seats for infants and
toddlers is an indication that such a law can work in this
country. With solid public education and/or strict seat belt
law enforcement, the use of safety belts can increase and the
incidents of automobile fatalities could decrease.

Nixon coverup effort
not such a 'good deed9
have numbers on their side; and that
though they are hunted out from the
society of good men, they are not
likely to be condemned to solitude."
So Nixon tells us Ghat others taped
friends wtthodt waffling them - Lyndon Johnson even had his own bedsprings bugged (not to mention those of
Dr. King).
CBS allowed Nixon to peddle his
fantasies unchallenged. Asked why he
was disliked, Nixon offered a quick
and simple explanation - because he
is a conservative. Well, President
Reagan is a conservative. So is Billy
Graham. They are not hated men.
Yet Nixon's claim here is as silly as
elsewhere. Was he especially hated
because liberals cannot bear to see
intelligence in conservatives? Secretary of State Shultz is an intelligent
conservative. So is Justice William
Rehnquist. So is columnist James
Kilpatrick. These men are not the
objects of violent personal hatred.
They are also not Oars - but Nixon
does not admit that that has anything
to do with his reputation.
Asked what Watergate was all
about, Nixon answered without challenge that it was just a stupid break-in
at the Democratic national headquarters. Actually, that break-in became
the occasion for revealing all manner
of illegal things later lied about - the
breaking in at Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office; the attempts to
frame enemies and sabotage their
campaigns; the arrangement of payoffs; the recruitment of dozens of
people in corruption.
CBS has been blamed for "pocketbook journalism" in buying time for
Nixon to confuse the record once
again. That is the least of its faults. As
a supposed news network, it promoted
the Nixon series with judgments of
clear mendacity - that Nixon would
be "so open," so candid, revealing
such character.
It may not be surprising that a
network that hired a Nixon apologist
and ghostwriter - Diane Sawyer - to
Johnson had Nixon's number years deliver news (as opposed to the opinago. He continued in Rambler No. 76: ions peddled by Nixon's ex-writer,
"When their hearts are burdened with William Safire) would let Nixon be
the consciousness of a crime, instead interviewed by his own employee,
of seeking for some remedy within Frank Gannon, and then call his sythemselves, they look round upon the cophantic treatment "tough." It is a
rest of mankind, to find others tainted disgrace to the network that was
with the same guilt. They please once, justly, proud of Edward R.
themselves with observing that they Murrow.

The best judgment on Richard Nixon's appearance on "CBS News" is
contained in this magnificent sentence: "Those, indeed, who can see
only external facts, may look upon
him with abhorrence, but when he*
calls himself to his own tribunal, he
finds every fault, if not absolutely
effaced, yet so much palliated by the
goodness of his intention, and the
cogency of the motive, that very little
guilt or turpitude remains; and when
he takes a survey of the whole complication of his character, he discovers •
so many latent excellencies, so many
virtues that want but an opportunity
to exert themselves in act, and so
many kind wishes for universal happiness, that be looks on himself as
suffering unjustly under the infamy of
single failings, while the general temper of his mind in unknown or unregarded."
That sentence is by Samuel Johnson, but the subject is clearly Richard
Nixon, or the Nixonian type. Look to
my good motive, he insists. He hid
and covered up to protect the presidency. He broke the Constitution in
order to preserve it. If he used the IRS
to harass enemies, it was only because the IRS was (he claims, implausibly) harassing great
Americans such as John Wayne and
Billy Graham.
There are several things interesting
about that outlandish claim. Why
would the IRS go after such models of
rectitude. Because, says Nixon, they
were known to be his friends. Even ft
Nixon's pretenses were true, the obvious course for a president was to tell
the IRS to stop harassing American
citizens, of whatever stripe. Instead,
by bis own account, he aid not even
try to stop the pestering of John
Wavne and Billy Graham. He just
insisted on an equal hostility displayed to people he despised. The
whole story is absurd, ana it was not
challenged by the Nixon stooge allowed to question him.
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lettersDuluth fan applauds
play of 'dogs, Falcons
One of the most inspiring things about
the UMD-Bowling Green
championship hockey game was the
manner in which the players conducted themselves.
It was an artistic display of the
skills and attitudes necessary to raise
a "game" to the level of "sport." The
game was intense over a very long
period of time. There were many
times when frustration levels must
have been very high. And yet at no
time did I see evidence of unsportsmanlike conduct.
AH too often hockey is played in
such a manner as to bring out the
baser qualities of people - players and
spectators. The coaches and team
members at the Lake Placid game
are to be commended for showing how
hockey can best be played - challenging for players and exciting for fans because of skills.
Thanks Bulldogs and Falcons for
doing much to elevate the sport in the
eyes of kids and adults alike.
Jonathan Oleson
Duluth, Minnesota

m

we could wipe out the animals and
part of Bowling Green's character.
To be serious, couldn't we possibly
use the money for other things? For
example, inviting well known speakers to the University, who would provide cultural and educational
experiences to the students. Another
suggestion, would be to paint some of
the classrooms, where the paint is
chipping. In the four years that I have
been here, fourth floor University
Hall has not been painted once. As a
theater major, I have had many
classes on that floor and it is not very
motivating to walk into a classroom
that looks like a prison neglected by
the state. Then, if there was money
left over from either of these suggestions, maybe the University could
splurge and buy some new signs for
the ice cream shop in the Union, so
SHERBET would be spelled correctly.
^^
If the University should decide to
grant the money to get rid of the
pigeons, then, I think our priorities
need to be examined. The pigeons are
harmless creatures, learning to adapt
to a human's world. If we continue to
destroy nature and its creatures,
there will be nothing left but ourselves
and we would probably even destroy
ourselves.
Dolores Hodges
OCMB2352

$$ for pigeon control
a waste of student fees
I was amazed and frustrated to read
the article in the BG News, about the
$5,000 being requested for pigeon control. I never knew there was a pigeon
problem and neither has anyone else 1
have talked to. Is there nothing better
to do with the students'money?
Maybe the a<hninistration could
issue everyone a gun and then the
students and professors could shoot
pigeons on the way to class. While we
are at it, we could also shoot some
robin* and a few squirrels. This way,

Blol. Dept. planning
trip 'up the Amazon'
It is very encouraging that the Department of Biological Sciences at
BGSU is sponsoring a trip to the
Amazon River basin next January.
The Amazon, the world's biggest
river, still holds many secrets In its
waters. For example. Is its source the
Maranon River or the Apurimac

I\M MM u* mt aw nw *a»■ 11
River? Bowling Green's interest in
To illustrate the need, you chose
this region is In step with current appropriate contemporary issues,
research. In 1962 Cpt. Jacques Cous- i.e., our sometimes troubled
teau spent eight months in the Am- relationship with West Germany and
azon Basin and the 1983 National our concern over situations in Central
Geographic Kayaking Expedition America. In referring to the latter,
conquered the highest canyons of the however, you made an assumption
Apurimac River.
about the people and the government
However, while BG's intention is of Nicaragua which cannot be based
praiseworthy, it is unfortunate that on knowledge or understanding of the
the University newspaper did not take situation. 1% sure there isn't a govmore care in its reporting of this ernment on earth that doesn't have
important event. In his April 12 arti- opponents among its own people, Nicle on the expedition, Larry Harris caragua included, but your reference
enthusiastically but unaccountably to the "anguish of the Nicaraguan
declared that BG explorers are going people" and "the tormenting regime"
to "conquer the Aztecs" in Peru! He shows that you are unaware of the
goes on to speculate that "it may be fact that the current Nicaraguan redifficult to find Aztecs to conquer!" gime was fought for by the NicaraOf course, it takes only an elementary guan people, whose principle cause
understanding of the geography of the tor anguish at the moment is the kind
Western Hemisphere to know Peru, of treatment they get from OUR curwhile the Aztecs were a civilization in rent regime.
what is now Mexico - our neighbor
just to the south.

In the future let us hope that the BG
News follows the example of the Biological Sciences as it attempts to
learn more about our world through
this expedition. In this particular
case, to present accurate information
the reporter did not have to travel to
South America; instead, he need only
to have walked to the Jerome Library
to refer to an encyclopedia.
AndrzeJ Pletowski
Department ol Mathematics
Member ot the Expedition "Cancandes ,83" with National Geographic Society

Nicarguan problems
blamed on U.S. policy
I'd like to express my appreciation for
your April 13 editorial, which showed
a very positive attitude toward our
need to know more about the "global
community."
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Guest columns from members ot
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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G Hall post office
sorts, delivers mail
to campus dwellers

Stuffed exotic birds
highlight showcases
by Pattl Skinner
reporter

Fans of the movie "Psycho" who
were fascinated by Norman Bates'
collection of stuffed birds might
want to visit the third and fourth
floors of the Life Science Building.
"I think most of the people who
come up here come specifically to
see the birds," said Eden Martin,
associate professor of biology and
custodian of taxidermied birds.
The birds come from such places
as Africa India, Australia, New
Guinea, the Himalayas, the Philippines and all over Europe.
Martin said Edwin Moseley, one
of the first naturalists at the University, was responsible for beginning the collection. Moseley
collected birds and received many
from people who donated small
collections.

IN CARING for the birds, Martin
said he has to worry about dirt and
insects so the cases are sealed to
guard against both.
He is presently making cards
with the common name of each
bird and putting them in the cases.
"It's all time consuming and I
work on it when I can," Martin
added.

"I haven't added many at all,"
Martin said, "Less than one hundred have been added in the last 10
years.

The University Hall mailroom handles campus and departmental mail,
in addition to mail for fraternities and
sororities, according to Clemens.
Bulk mail sent out from the University is also labeled and sent on its way
from the University Hall office.

"Some of the best specimens are
the older ones," he added. The
oldest bird was stuffed in 1875.
Some of the more valuable birds
have been given to the Michigan
University Museum in Ann Arbor
because it has a more extensive
display and more time is dedicated
to caring for the birds.

"It's a valuable and unique collection we have here," Martin said.
'' People are surprised that we have
so many, and for a small University, it is a significant collection.
It's more of a study collection and
memorial collection than a taxidermist collection."

The collection was first disSilayed in a museum room on the
ourth floor of Moseley Hall and
was moved to a museum room in
the Life Science Building when it
opened in 1966. The museum room
was turned into a stock room and
the birds were moved to the wall
cases about eight years ago. '

11 a.m.-3p.m.

Everyday $1.75 $0***
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

One office at the University seems
to be the most popular because it
receives more mail than any other.
The University post office, which
handles about 36 million pieces of
mail annually, is probably one of the
busiest offices at the University
according to Jim Clemens, coordinator of postal services.
The mailroom atmosphere can get
pretty hectic and sometimes it's hard
to keep up with so many things going
on, Clemens said.

There are 2,356 birds in the collection, but only 1,200 are on display.

He was part of the 1887-88 Steere
ornithology (the study of birds)
expedition to the Philippines where
he discovered many new tropical
birds, assigned their scientific
names and brought the specimens
back to add to the collection.

□

by Nancy Bostwick
reporter

b.

news itoff/Jomes Vouli

Fine feathered collection

The third and fourth floors of the Life Sciences Building house a
collection of birds gathered from all around the world.

At 7:30 a.m. the day begins for the
post office. The first pickup of U.S.
mail is made at 8:15, bringing with it
65 percent of all the mail to be sorted
and delivered to campus. A second
delivery brings in the remaining mail.
By 10:30 a.m. most of the mail is
sorted by student employees and is
ready for delivery.
HOLIDAYS MAKE the job of postal
services even more demanding, often
creating unavoidable confusion,
Clemens said.

■ ■■■■■■■■■„„■, p

CLEVELAND BOUND

NORTHEND PIZZA

Weekend Shuttle
Departs Friday - MacDonald East, 3:30 Kraischar/
Darrow 3:45
Destination • Brookpark Rapid Transit Station with
stops at Exits 8 & 9A.
■•turns Sunday.
Call for R.s.rvationt:
3*4-2242

Free Delivery

I

•

This year during the week of Valentine's Day, the mailroom handled a
million pieces of mail, and as a result,
the mailroom had carts and tables
stacked with piles of mail, he added.
* The snowstorm that froze northwestern Ohio this winter created extra problems for the mailroom.
"when 1-75 was closed, our overnight express service was delayed.
We just couldn't get the mail out,"
Clemens said.
"When the snowstorm hit, a lot of
people didn't come in and as a result
this created extra work for us," he
said.
"A lot of students comment on how
slow the mail service is, but we do the
best we can in order to get the mail
out as fast as possible," Kristal Lane,
freshman education major, said.
Monday is the busiest day for the
University mailroom since the mail
from the weekend has to be sorted and
sent out.
"Sometimes it gets so busy that I
don't have time for lunch, and because of all the pressure I appear to
be grumpy at times," Clemens said.
Despite all the pressure, Clemens
often encounters humorous events
during the course of a day.
"I've had people try to mail some
pretty strange things; things even I'm
loo embarrassed to say," he said.
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11 Hair Unlimited
i
353-32811
¥T

TT

352-7734 II I 143 W. Wooster

• l.oo OFF

any Largo 12" Sub
Good Thru 5/5/84

i!■ Precision
Hair Cut $6 I
no appointment necessary
I I
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ACCEPT THE GRAND PRIX CHALLENGE BEFORE
TIME RUNS OUT. DON'T LET SUMMER SNEAK
PAST WHILE YOU SPIN YOUR WHEELS. BE A
WINNER. REGISTER FOR SUMMER COURSES AT
BGSU NOW.
PICK UP YOUR SUMMER SCHEDULE AROUND CAMPUS
OR AT 300 MCFALL CENTER, OR CALL 372-0181
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SUMMER
A WINNING SEASON AT BGSU

w/coupon 4-30-84
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Three students enter'show' business with own company
1>V Rita Slnley
staff reporter

Three enterprising ttutKit have
defied the myth that you can't get
anywhere without a college degree.
They have formed their own company
and will soon prove to themselves and
skeptical peers "they can do tt."
Mark Newland, Junior sports studies management major; Troy Brown,
senior construction technology major; and Von Regan Davis, senior at
Toledo University majoring in prelaw, public relations, and marketing

and sales technology have been together for six months and they are
confident that Regan, Newland,
Brown, *s Co. will be a success.
The company will organise exhibitions such as home shows. It's founders will do everything from renting
the building, to providing carpet, to
building booths. In return, they
charge a lee for each booth set up and
i a share of the proceeds from the

case 84 in the Toledo area in June. It
will be exhibiting computers and related products to the general public
and matching prospective buyers
with sellers. Space in the Lucas
County Recreational Center will be
rented out to interested companies
and Regan, Newland, Brown & Co.
will assist in setting up booths, providing advertising and bringing the public in to view the show.

The company's first venture will be
the presentation of Technology Show-

ACCORDING TO DAVIS, the company is different because they gear

Nationwide shortage
of teachers imminent
by Dave Harding
reporter

A nationwide shortage of teachers
is expected in the near future, according to reports recently released by the
College of Education.
"At the present moment, there is
not a teacher shortage, but if one
looks at the number of teachers retiring in the near future and the
amount of teachers currently being
produced, a definite shortage will
occur," Fred Pigge, director of the
Office of Educational Research, said.
Pigge said the increase in elemenscbool enrollments and induced
: programs are responsible
for the future shortages.
According to Jerry Richardson, director of elementary and secondary
teacher placement, the state-induced
retirement program is an attempt to
allow school systems to save money.
"Experienced teachers making
about $24,000 are being bought off to
retire and new teachers who will earn
less money - maybe $14,000 - are
hired in their place." he said.
Richardson said the program's timing was poor due to many factors,

including the decline of students majoring in education.
Twelve years ago, he said, the College of Education graduated 1,800
students and now only 700 graduate,
representing a decline of 38 percent.
OTHER STATISTICS show that 95
percent of UBS education graduates
are employed in some capacity, with
65 percent holding teaching jobs,
according to Pigge.
Richardson said the teaching shortage should occur first at the elementary school level, where a steady
increase in the birth rate will lead to
more demand for elementary school
teachers.
"One high school teacher usually
handles the number of students that
maybe 20 elementary education teachers from kindergarten through
eighth grade are responsible for,"
Pigge said.
He added certain subject areas are
already faced with a shortage.
"It is almost impossible to find a
physics major to teach at the high
school level, Pigge said.
Pigge said the nigher financial rewards in physics and math-related
jobs, such as engineering, are a major
factor in the teaching shortages in
those areas.

their show toward small business in a friendly atmosphere and letting
whye_others go for the bigger busi- them become good friends."
The Toledo show will take place
June 7-10.

"We aim at the consumer, the guy
on the street, and we use grass rootlevel advertising," he said! "We go
for the basic, middle-class American
and we're different because nobody
else goes after the Jugular vein in this

In the fall, Regan, Newland and
Brown will embark on a nationwide
tour that will include shows in Montreal, Columbus, Miami and other
cities.

Davis added, "The biggest mission
of Showcase 84 is to help the average
person overcome the fear of advanced
technology by bringing them together

"Our short term goal is to develop
our national tour so that we can

branch into other major markets,"
Newland said. "The cities we have
contacted are excited about us and
some have even contacted us first.
We're all learning that if you're excited and the facts fit together then
people get excited."
The three feel confident of success.
Brown summed it up saying, "Some
people say the sky's the limit. We're
the sky; we're the exception. Some
people say we can't do it, but we re
the exception."

Library monitors effectively control noise
by Carolyn SchmHz
reporter

While there are no set rules concerning silence in Jerome Library,
the library's use of student monitors, since January 1963, has enabled it to regulate the no food rule
and cut down the noise level.
The level of noise has decreased
and become less of a problem,
according to Diane Regan, coordinator of circulation services. However, since the new rule has been
enforced, there have been fewer
students using the library.
"Some students say it is because
the library is not the place to so-

THE STUDENT MONITORS,
who enforce the rule, circulate
throughout the library and are
responsible not only for the noise
level and use of food among the
students, but also for the physical
equipment, elevators and machines in the library.

cialize any more," Regan said.
She added the silence rule is an
area which is almost impossible to
enforce.
In January 1963, the library received many complaints from students who thought there was too
much noise in the library, apparently due to students being allowed
to eat food throughout the library,
Regan said. The library staff then
decided to put into effect a stringent policy restricting food to the
snack bar area only.

The monitors are on duty during
the weekends and from 7 p.m. to
midnight during the week. During
the day, the library staff is responsible for any problems that arise.
Because there is no specific silence rule, the library uses complaints from other patrons as their
guide for establishing what is an
acceptable noise level, Reganeaid.

"The no food rule had been In the
books forever, but no one had ever
maintained it," Regan said.

According to Regan, little noise
is tolerated by other students on
the seventh and eighth floors of the
library, but because of the group
studies and the reference desks on
the first floor, some noise is expected there.
The Alumni Lounge on the first
floor, which is used for group
study, is typically louder than the
rest of the floor, she added.
"There really are not any other
places on campus for group study
which is an important part of learning," Regan said.
To help solve this problem the
library has turned the northeast
corner on the first floor into a
group study area.

Annual auction held to benefit charities
by Ben Morrison
stall reporter

More than 50 bicycles, jewelry,
watches, umbrellas and an assortment of other items will be auctioned
off today at the University Charities
Board's annual auction.
"Everything at the auction came
from the University's Office of Public
Safety Lost and Found," according to

datelineWednesday, April 18
Woman's Studies Spring
Colloquium - Judi Roller,
director of registration,
will discuss "The Feminist
Novel" from 12:30-2 p.m.
in the Faculty Lounge of
the Union. Free and open
to all.

PEACE VIGIL - MUSIC,
READINGS, CANDLELIGHT
TONIGHT 7:30 -9:00 p.m.
UNION OVAL

However, a student seeing some- ates. The group, which has been
thing be lost does not give him the collecting money all year, also runs
power to claim it - he has to purchase the Mardi Gras and the pumpkin sale.
The Charities Board raises an averit like anyone else.
All sales are on a cash basis, Shee- . age of $2,500 a year and has donated
ran said, but checks will be accepted over fl7,000 to state and national
charities over the past 11 years.
with valid identification.
Tue board receives petitions from
Eugene Adler, will be the aucdifferent organizations throughout
tioneer for the annual auction.
The auction is not the only fund- the United States and has to choose
raising event the Charity Board oper- Which ones will receive money.

JoAnn Sheeran, adviser to the Charities Board.
Viewing of the items to be auctioned
will begin at 2:30 p.m., while the
auction itself will begin at 3:30 p.m. in
the Forum of the Student Services
Building.
Sheeran, intern for college student
Pgramming, said if a student has
something, this could be the place
to find it.
Biology Seminar - Dr. Guy
Bush from Michigan State
University will discuss
"Non-allopatic Spedaoon:
Speciation by Hostrace
Formation in a Parasitic
Insect." The seminar will
begin at 3:30 p.m. In 112
Life Sciences. Free and
open to all.

Russia: Old and New Liuda Alssen, professor in
the Department of German
and Russian; Margit Heskett, adjunct professor in
the Ethnic Studies Department; and Joe Buettner,
senior education major
will discuss Russia at 7
p.m. in the Alumni Room

*

TIMELESS BEAUTY...
ALWAYS IN FASHION

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

14K GOLD CHAIN

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

SPECTACULAR

•all utilities included •gas heat •laundry
facilities •drapes 'carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool «sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

Select from all the popular 14K gold
chain designs; serpentine, herringbone,
cobra, snake, link and many more. In all the
popular neckchain lengths and bracelets.

&

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished $265-unfumished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

Applications for organization seats in the
USG General Assembly are available
from Wednesday, April IP, through Friday,
April 20th at 405 Student Services. These
applications are due back to the same office
Friday, April 2C* 5 pjn.

Peace Week Event - "Active Nonviolence," a film
demonstrating alternatives to aggression, will be
shown today at 4 p.m. In
Offenhauer West Lounge.
Open to aU.

~^~^

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Sponsored by BG Peace Coalition

citizens gather as a symbol
of international peace.

y

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

WOMEN FROM SENECA - Discussion on the
Seneca Falls Peace Encampment in New
York state.
Thursday 7:30, Town Km.*, Union
(t
The Day After" landmark film on nuclear
war. Friday, 4:00 p.m. HI South Hall

of the Union. Everyone is
invited and Russian tea
will be served.
Peace Week Event - A
Peace Vigil will take place
tonight in the Union Oval
from 7:30-6 p.m. All are
invited to come and-join in
the music, readings and
candlelight as concerned

14K gold chains become more precious
each year you wear them...and when you
buy tor yourself or give them as gifts, you
can be sure their timeless beauty will
always be in fashion.

50% off

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $20CKunfurrrished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

n uutiwnt mm m ******

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A
Piedmont Apartment

You are eligible to apply for one of the 5 available
General Assembly seats it you are a member of:

SUMMER
818 7th St.

1. An Officially registered student organization

SPECIAL FEATURES
• 680 sq. ft. per apartment
• 2 bedroom* - 1 1/2 burn
• central Gas ad halting wrtti
individual apartment controls
• completely lurnished
• uWttas paid, except lor
electricity
• Lahaped Irving-dining area with
balcony

2. An organization that represents a significant
portion of the undergraduate student population in
sheer size and/or percentage of the respective
constituencies
3. An organization that provides service to the
University community
4. An organization that is in some way active in
University policy making

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership

to health Spa
NEW TANNING '
CENTER

-*

$175/month
835 High St. 352-9378
• w*»-tc-wal carpeting
• sound condWoned Manor
•cable TV
• Kitchen come* equipped with a
Qaa range, stainless steel sink
refrigerator, food waste dfcpoaal
• extra large doaeta
• Insulated window glass
• swing glaee doors to balcony
• twin bed* In each bedroom

SUMMER
707 6th St.
• butt-In vanity m nstway
• linen closet
• fast recovery Qaa water heating
• carpeted hats and Inside
entrance*
• Qaa-equipped laundry area
avaiabi* In each apartment
buMng
• patio areas with Gas gra* avail
■We lor each buHdlng

• hydro spa whirlpool
• indoor heated pool
• metros sauna
• sun lamps
• complete exercise
facilities & equipment

PRESENTS

A NIGHT YOU'LL
NEVER FORGET

'TWO MEN WITH
BEARDS"

TONIGHT
8:00-12:00 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM
s
1.00/admission

■t^trf —.-■*.
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Speaker explores potential Churches help feed needy
plores trends in areas such as
education, psychology and other
social sciences to emphasize humans have unrealized potential. By
becoming aware of these, people
can live fuller lives.
"Going to Esalen gave me the
opportunity to take another look at
my potentials," Rohen said. "In
the first 10 months I was there, I
was able to go through my whole
life and I can go back within that
spectrum anytime I choose."
As a result of exploring her potential, Rohen has a new belief
system.
"I went to Berlin and saw all the

by Rita Glnley

slatl reporter

"I believe I manifest my life and
I make happen what I want to
happen," Rita Rohen said yesterday as she explored the possibilities of the human potential during
the College of Education Colloquium Series.
Rohen, coordinator of the Spiritual Emergency Network of the
Esalen Institute in California, received her master's degree in psychology from the University, fhen
went to Esalen.
She said Esalen Institute ex-

damage that had occurred during
the war and I cried. I got in touch
with all the hurt of the people of the
world and I found a new belief
system - not to hurt others," Rohen
said.
She said among all people there
is a certain connectedness and
sameness, and this should be the
reason for us to not hurt each other.
Speaking on a similar movement
in Russia, she again stressed the
aspect of sameness among the people of the world.
"The goal of it is to bring people
together," she said, "and f think
we're doing that pretty w- u."

by Jolene Aubel
stall reporter

When Bowling Green residents'
food stamp claims are delayed or
people in need of a meal run out of
food with no relatives to turn to,
they can receive help from the
Bowling Green Christian Food
Pantry, located in the basement of
The Link, 525 Pike Street.
Over 2,000 meals have been distributed since mid-December,
according to Rev. Robert Sinks,
chairman of the project sponsored
by the Bowling Green Ministerial
Association.

Mecho
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Salute to
Seniors
SAVINGS

*

t

fm t088Y
353-9802

• Fact, professional
service

134 E. Court
352-1236

pick up only

•Homemade

order quantities early

• Donuts
• Ice-cream

THE GETAWAY
998 s. Main
352-4162

• Sandwiches

Bread
•Teas
•Herbs
•Spices

^H*

'<jWat;

.^jJgS^SPECIAL OFFERI
$4.00 plus taxi
Complete Resume Package|

THE GRRDURT6S!
Senior Special

25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon only

10% OFF all

BUYfOETr

with these

Regular priest) mwchandise w/
nUd Sank* kJantrf ication card
• No repairs

FOR

1/2 PRICE

ANY SPECIALTY OR SUB SANDWICH
EXPRIES 4/2S/84

1325 E. Wooster
|'Across frtxn T«co Ball)

saraRjPKHUi'

$

THE COPY SHOP
117 East Court St.
352-4068

W/ ANY PURCHASE
MUST PRESENT SR STATUS

|

your
PREPARE FOR

extra 10% off!

MCATLSATGMAT
SATACTDATGRECPA
> Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE*
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructois.

SENIORS
GET 25%
off anything
on our
Menu

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
i Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.
> Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

WITH SENIOR

IDENTIFICATION

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

Expires 4/30/84

10% discount for seniors showing validation card

FRii"s5FTT5fl.Nk

$

VCT0 coupon for an

•S^ZJ

Nature's
Manna

10% off Nay 12th and 13th only

354-3939

• Large paper
•election

bring

SENIORS!

Treat yourselves and families
to donuts and rolls

128 W. WOOSTER

• Quality Printing
• Typesetting/typing

Seniors

BGSU

BASH RIPROCK'S

Help Us
RESUME

A person or family must acquire
a voucher from their church or the
Wood County Welfare Department
and the agency determines if they
are eligible, Sinks said.

Congratulations Seniors!

■ RECEIVE 10% OFF
anything in our store
with a Senior I.D.

Salute
Our
Seniors

"We ask church officials to designate the first Sunday of each
month to help stock the food pantry
with non-perishable items," he
said.

"Many people have no one to
turn to if they are in need of a
couple of days of food while their
assistance applications are being
processed," said Gabriele Malon,
supervisor of social services at the
Wood County Welfare Department.
The program usually serves a
family three or four times a year.
According to Sinks, the program
hasn't experienced much abuse
since it began.
These meals are served free of
charge on Monday and Wednesday
1-3 p.m. and Friday 3-6 p.m. at The

"I rv=
CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS! .

will appear again
next Wed., April 25
LOOK FOR IT!

Area church members provide
funds by donating food and money.
Sinks said contributions have been
received from 12 Bowling Green
area churches.

GRt PSYCH & BIO • MA! • PCAI • OCAT • VAT • I01FL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS
SSAI • PSAT - SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEED READING

SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

DISCOUNTS NOT GOOD TOWARD

VISION!
SEE THE GREAT PUT—ONS. OVER
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINGLI
VISION

BIFOCAL

S34.8B

LINS and
MTAMI

LINS

$54.88

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS!

■Bring this ad and your senior lol
I and get 20% off on anything in our.
store.
I
UlTlUlen nos/CB nr\r\u

VATAN'S/LOCKER ROOM
"We're Good Sports"
112 S. Main, BG
3S2-71S7

•ne)
FRAMI

• G«t th« mo«l COratuI Ond profauional fitting
Olid tcrvic*
• Fromaf and L«ni«s from th« finest ovaliobla source*
• Unlimited Mloction of from* stylet at tt» Mm* pnetv
ovmr 1000 to chooso from
• Exam prkad separately
Eye* •xaminod by Dr. Kenneth G. Bokor. O.O.
Standard clear glasi t 400 to 200 Cyl
All MAJO* CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

j
|

,J

SENIORS

Call Oays, Eves & Weekends

KAPLAN
IOUC.'ION.L

CIHTIK

TEST PRCtMUUnON
SPECIALISTS SUCE 1938

536-3701
3550 Secor Rd.
Suite 201
TOLEDO, OHIO

Byrfinqton
Optical INC..

iV—i
•<#;

(of liftman* Abort otMt CMMf*
Oulil*. NT Slit.
«urW«ilN]»IW

ANY OTHER SPECIALS

film processing * grocery needs • candy • school supplies * magazines •

SENIORS get your

FREE IRON-ON TRANSFER
with the purchase of customized
apparel and valid
identification at

T.O.'s
902 E. Wooster

352-3365

c
§
film processing • grocery needs • candy • school supplies • magazines

Spring Pant Special
Now thru Sat.

Entire Stock
20% OFF
Seniors - additional 10% savings
with validation card

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

¥ ^

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
I salutes you with a special Senior
Day Sale Wednesday April 18*.
| Bring in a BGSU senior ID and get

10% off
any merchandise in our store.
\ (Except textbooks, class rings, caps and
\gowns.)
HOURS: 8-5 Mon-Fri, 9-5 Sat.

state/world
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Environmental regulations debated; 'air war' threatened
WASHINGTON (AP) Ozone emissions and the
question of auto inspection
programs in Cleveland and
Cincinnati threaten to trigger an "air war" between
Ohio and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
On March 28, the U.S.
EPA told Gov. Richard

Celeste that because of
emissions violations, it
would require emission inspectionprograms for cars
in the Cleveland and Cincinnati areas. Federal officials gave Ohio 60 days to
develop a plan for implementing the programs.
But Ohio congressmen

Inflationary rise
cripples industries
Certain industries are
operating at "amazingly high" levels that
have already lifted
some prices, a private
economist says. But a
government official
says there is no cause
for concern about inflation in the latest report
on factory use.
In the best snowing
since the summer of
1981, big industry operated at 80.9 percent of
capacity in March, up
two tenths of one percent from February, the
Federal Reserve Board
reported Monday.
Michael Evans, head
of a private forecasting

firm, said the new report shows certain industries are already at
danger levels.
lUe 98.5 percent operating rate in the paper
industry and the 93.3
percent level in the rubber and plastic products
industry are "amazingly high," Evans
said, and nave already
resulted in higher
prices.
However, Robert
Ortner, chief economist
for the Commerce Department, said that
while some industries
were at fairly high operating rates, the overall
rate should not cause
concern.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

SPECIAL 2 BDRM
APTS
FOR
2 PERSONS

* SPECIAL RATES! Call us
for an appointment to see
these apartments.
352-5620

328 S. MAIN

352-1165

and state officials contend
that the EPA hasn't adequately considered Ohio's
case and have urged the
agency to review the data.

agency is compiling more
facts for the federal
agency, which has the
power to cut off highway

Allan Franks, spokesman for the state EPA,
said no decision has been
made on submitting an inspection plan and that the

"We are still not convinced that the latest data
shows that Cleveland
needs I&M (an inspection
and maintenance pro-

FRANKS SAID that
according to a three-yearold study, it could cost as

'Fuss' bothers Dr. Seuss
NEW YORK (AP) - As
Dr. Seuss, he can converse
in private with the Lifted
Lorax, a roly-poly brown
creature with a yellow walrus mustache, or drip a
nasty green slime on Bartholomew Cubbins.
As Theodor Geisel, be
crumped gently about the
hoopla over bis special Pulitzer citation.
"Oh, I like some of it"
the 80-year-old author said
after the award honoring
bis 44 children's books was
announced Monday.
But all the fuss, be said,
was making him "rather
unprivate."
For more than 30 years,
Geisel lived relatively unchaf ed by the press in a
gleaming, white hilltop
castle in La Jolla, Calif.
There he created the classics that have delighted
generations of youngsters
- "Horton Hears a Who,"
"The Cat in the Hat,"
"Green Eggs and Ham"
and "How the Grinch Stole
Geisel - Seuss is his middle name - was not cha-

grined in the least that it
took almost SO years to be
recognized with such a
prestigious award for liis
accomplishments in children's literature.
"I think it's amazing
that it came at all," he said
with a laugh. "It's a little
bit out of the field of journalism, and when I was a
journalist, then they darn
well should have given me
one."GEISEL'S BOOKS, written entirely in rhyme, have
sold more than 100 million
copies and have been
translated into 17 languages. They are whimsical journeys into nonsense,
with mischievous and fanciful characters who teeter
somewhere between the
fantastic and the outrageous.
His latest work, "The
Butter Battle Book,"
chronicles the escalating
arms race between the
Yooks, who eat their bread
butter-side up, and the
Zooks, who do just the opposite.
"The drawing part is the
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Training:
Selections:
Publicity:
Secretary:
Fund Raising:
New Programs
Dave Biesiada
& Evaluations:
Anne Kern
Special Awards:
Thank You To The Old Chairpersons For A Job Well Done!

The MBA Association
will hold its

SPRING BANQUET
Friday, April 27
at Kaufmans, 163 S. Main
Speaker - William Prebe , VP - Economist

Geisel grew up in Springfield, Mass., the son of a
brewery executive who became director of a local
zoo during Prohibition. In
the 1920s, the author, then
editor oi the Dartmouth
College Jack O'Lantern,
gave up his ambition of
becoming a professor in
favor of "noodling" pictures for a living.
He began to draw cartoons for such publications
as Life, Vanity Fair, PM
and Judge. One panel he
did for Judge bore the caption: "Quick, Henry, the
Flit!"
Flit was an insecticide
manufactured by Standard
Oil of New Jersey, which
promptly hired Geisel. For12 "boring" years, he did
thousands of cartoons for
advertising.

the federal EPA's 1982
deadline. A five-year extension was granted for the
two cities, but only with the
understanding that they
would start inspecting cars
for pollution by Dec. 31,
1962.
However, the state later
determined that the 1982
deadline could be met and

submitted a revised plan to
the U.S. EPA, asking officials to rescind the extension. Last February, the
federal EPA proposed approval of the plan but took
no final action.
Now, based on data from
the summer of 1983, the
agency is preparing to reject Ohio's revised plan.

Columbus man held
in stabbing incident
COLUMBUS (AP) - A 5year-old boy who was
stopped by a stranger offering him popcorn says he
does not know why the man
suddenly turned and
stabbed him in the face
four times with a
screwdriver.
"I don't know why he did
it," Anthony Underwood
said after the Monday attack on Columbus' East
Side.
Shortly after the incident, police arrested
Charles Ernest Harris, 38,
of Columbus, and charged
him with aggravated assault. Harris was being
held yesterday in Franklin
County Jail under $100,000
bond.
Doctors said Anthony,
who received 24 stitches
for four stab wounds, may
have suffered permanent
damage to his right eye.
The eye contains stitches
inside and out.
"I never thought it could

happen to one of mine,"
Anthony's mother, Donna
Underwood, 27, said. "I
want the man that did this
to pay."
Police said the attack
occurred about 12:50 p.m.
as Anthony and his cousin,
Danielle Underwood, also
5, were walking to their
afternoon kindergarten
class at Eastgate Elementary School.
ON THE WAY, Anthony
said, he heard a man's
voice calling for his attention.
"The man asked us if we
wanted some popcorn,"
Anthony said. "I said,
'Yes.'* •
Anthony said he went to
the man's doorstep, with
Danielle following close
behind. Anthony said the
man gave him a clear plastic bag filled with popcorn.
Anthony said the man
then asked him, "Aren't
you going to give some to
your friend?"
When Anthony turned to

'Furnished or unfurnished
'0n-jfre laundry facilities
'2 Wrms.
'Gas heat, JIS water & stove
'Tenant pays electric
TIM.

WW. Fri. Sit. 11-5:00

Danielle, he said, the man
grabbed him around the
neck and began striking
him in the face with the
screwdriver.
"He threw me down and
went back in the house,"
Anthony said.
The children said they
then ran home.
Minutes later, Danielle
led Columbus police back
to the house where she saw
the attack. Harris was arrested, and police
searched the home after
obtaining a search warrant.
Police say they know of
no motive for the attack.
Anthony was released
after treatment at Children's Hospital. Danielle
was unhurt, according to
her mother, Peggy Underwood, 24.
"She came running
home screaming,
'Momma, somebody is trying to kill us!' " Peggy
Underwood said.

¥
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School year or full year lease

SAT. APRIL 28
depart 9 a.m. & return 7:30 a.m.
"13/person includes
'FERRY RIDE TO SOUTH BASS ISLAND
•TOUR OF HEINEMAN WINERY
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE BY APRIL 25

Tim Laird
Janet Baker
Melanie Greek
Jeff Longwell
Amy Miller
Karen Briechle
Laura Schnitzer

easiest," Geisel said. "The
writing part is the trouble.
You have to keep refining
and boiling and boiling. I
may go overboard on that.
I do 10 versions of every
book, so the final version
becomes a chore."

much as $50 million to
implement the auto inspection programs in the two
Ohio cities.
In 1979. the state EPA
submitted a plan that demonstrated that the ozone
and carbon monoxide stan-'
dards couldn't be met in
the Cleveland and Cincinnati metropolitan areas by

MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS

SPEND A DAY

Congratulations to the 1984-85
ORIENTATION BOARD
CHAIRPERSONS
Co-chairs:

gram) or needs something
to reduce emissions,
Franks said. "The reason
for that is for three previous years - 79 through
'82 - they were all in the
compliance range.

FOREIGN
CAR
SPECIALISTS
Muffler
Installed

•

$13.95

•FREE ESTIMATES*
20% Off Complete Exhaust System

Congratulations
SENIORS!
Help us salute

BGSU
SENIORS
with special senior discounts in
advertisements appearing
Wednesday. April 18 and
Wednesday April 25

Dana Corp.
Cocktails at 6:30
Dinner at 7:30
Cost is $5 for members, $8 for guests
Reservations taken until April 20 in GBA office

Offer savings to all BGSU students, faculty and staff,
but congratulate seniors with an EXTRA discount with
their valid BGSU l.D. showing senior status.
Contact the BG News advertising offices at 372-2601 or see your account
representative soon!
_^Jr
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Peace group protests GE's manufacturing of weapons
EVENDALE, Ohio (AP)
- Members of a peace activist group, protesting
General Electric Co.'s involvement in manufacturing parts for military
weapons and planes,
blocked traffic for 90 minutes yesterday at an entrance gate to a GE plant
before police arrested
seven members of the
group.

About two dozen supporters of those arrested stood
nearby, chanting "We
shall live in peace" and
"We shall overcome some
day" as police led or carried the seven away in
squad cars. Those arrested
had been seated at the
gate, one of three main
entrances to GE's jet enre-manufacturing plant
this Cincinnati suburb.

There was no violence.

discuss converting the
company's worldwide
manufacturing to peaceful
purposes.

Polly Brokaw, one
those taken away by police, had said before the
rally that she expected to
be arrested. She said her
organization, Ohio Nuclear
Weapons Awareness
Group, planned the rally
after GE officials at the
Evendale plant declined to
meet with the group to
of

Company spokesman
Bill Black said the seven
will be charged with trespassing. Company security
Klice were aided during
! demonstration by police from Sharonville, Blue
Ash and Woodlawn.

Celeste increases worker aid
gram, while calling for an
outlay of $180,000 the first
year, is actually expected
to save money by cutting
absenteeism and disability
benefits. For each $1 spent,
$6 is expected to be saved.

problems which can interfere with their performance. He said he made
the estimate in line with
polls covering the general
population.
Celeste credited the Ohio
Recovery Council, appointed by him last July to
study alcohol and drug
abuse and related prob-

SOME ASPECTS of the
plan were developed from
private employer programs, including one at
United Airlines which
saves $17 for each $1 spent,
Celeste said.
As an incentive for state
workers with problems to
come forward, the program stipulates records
will be confidential and
will not be placed into personnel files. Those seeking
help will not have their job
security jeopardized, nor
will any of the information
be used in considering promotions, Celeste saidT
Of the more than 50,000
employees in agencies under the governor's jurisdiction, he said as many as
10 percent have personal

SUEWOOSTERJ

Appetizers
in Town

SUNDANCE

YOU PAY FORI
RENT ONLY!

3.19

Potato & Salad Bar.... *3.95
SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY!

JUST ARRIVED!
The Latest in European
Suntan Equipment
INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL

8 VISITS/$25

CHERRYW00E
SHOT

HOURS:
Mon.-Fit9a.m-10 P«
Sat. 11 am -9 p.m.
Sun. 1-9 p.m.

The investors - Robert
Posner, Oliver Grace Jr.
and Anthony Walsh - want

a U.S. District Court judge
to hold the defendants personally responsible for the
company's collapse and
their investment losses.
The investors charge
Cole purposely misrepresented the value of a Cole
company, Cole Consumer
Products. They said the
company was acquired by
Shelter Resources so Cole
and his family could receive more than $3 million.

SHELTER RESOURCES
in I960 paid more than $11
a share for stock in Cole
Consumer Products when
it was being traded for
about $6 a share.
After the bankruptcy filing, the Coles, with court
approval, sold off Shelter
Resources' assets to pay
other debts. One division
went to a company controlled by another Cole
-30JL

,

HURRY!

352-1092

LET US WORRY ABOUT
THE GAS & ELECTRIC
BILLS.

$

made homes, filed for
bankruptcy in 1962.
They contend that Cole,
his son, Jeffrey, and associate J.P. Maloney Jr. conspired with a group of
Cleveland banks "to milk
Shelter Resources of its
assets and to leave its
creditors with worthless
debts."

§

352-0564

&ColeSlaw

»it*>h

The investors allege they
personally lost $835,000
when Cole's Shelter Resources Corp., once a leading manufacturer of readv-

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

Potato

HEALTH SPA I
TANNING CENTER

lems, with devising the expanded plan.
"Recovery will mean
substantial reductions in
worker absenteeism,
health insurance claims
plus non-quantifiable expenses such as poor decision making, morale
problems, and waste," the
governor said.

CLEVELAND (AP) Three New York investors
say they will appear in
Ui. District Court today
seeking permission to file a
lawsuit that accuses former Cleveland Press publisher Joseph Cole with
fraud and racketeering.

$3.95
Entire Month
of April
The Best

EXP. 4/30/84

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
PERCH

At least two of those ar-

GE, the largest defense
contractor in the Cincinnati area, makes engines
for the F-15 and F-16 jet
fighters and B-l bomber at

Evendale under contracts
with the Pentagon. The
company also is involved
at other locations in making parts for the Minuteman missile and neutron
devices used in hydrogen
bombs, along with the electrical appliances it produces for home and
commercial use and nuclear reactors designed for
electricity generation.

I POTATO SKINS

OR MORE MYLES' PIZZA.
DELIVERY ONLY

1450 East Wooster

"We're not saying we're
against the plant or that we
want it to shut down."
Asked whether she
thought the group made its
point with the protest, she
said, "I hope so."

rested were elderly men.
who refused to walk and
had to be carried by police
to squad cars. The others
walked to the cars as their
friends called encouragement to them.

IBBeBPBPBBODBODOQDPBI

,-, 352-1504 i
If FREE LIKE i
W/ANY 14" (1) ITEM

IS

LYLA MESSICK, one of
the protest group's members, said the group may
stage another rally at the
plant.

"We just like to make
people aware of what's
going on," she said.

NY investors seek fraud suit

Personal problems entitle aid

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Gov. Richard Celeste announced yesterday a major expansion of help for
state employees and their
families who have personal problems that affect
their jobs.
Drug and alcohol abuse,
family or marital distress,
emotional illness, and financial and legal problems
are examples of areas in
which employees will be
helped, he said.
Celeste said a small proKam currently exists in
B Department of Administrative Services but the
expanded version, to cost
about $180,000 a year at the
start, will cover workers in
all agencies.
The governor and representatives of state employees unions signed a
cooperative agreement under which plans for education, treatment and
counseling will be implemented by Jan. 1,1985.
Celeste said the pro-

"We do not intend to get
into a dialogue with those
people about our business," Black said, explaining the company's refusal
to meet with the protesters.

[Various locations available.
Call for an appointment to
see these apartments.
352-5620

328 S. Main

352-1165

Board of Black Cultural Activities

• ELECTIONS •
• Petitions available from any BBCA
officer.
• Petitions due on April 25th to Deana
Okoiti - 424 Student Services Minority
Student Activities
• Thursday - April 26th - 6-8 PM - Amani
Rm. 'screening of the candidates*
• ELECTIONS: Friday - April 29th
Union Oval
rain - University Hall
for more information call Jackl Sander 372-3520
Greg Jackson 372-1041

a-MBBH

Order your 1984 Yearbook now
and receive a FREE raffle ticket!
1st Prize:

2nd Prize:

3rd Prize:

13" Color Television
Donated by K- Mart
1111 S. Main

$100 Gift Certificate
From Finder's Records
128 N. Main

Two $25 Gift Certificates
at Trade Winds
104 S. Main

IT" iii
-J\
SPIRITS * EDIBLES

Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m.

Nam*
Soc. Sec. No.

The 1984 KEY
Send to The KEY office, 310 Student Services and be
automatically entered In the Raffia.

Pj I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
l_J
Charge the cost ($16.95) to my
■Mint
Do not pay for your book unN
you are bled by the Bursar

] I WON'T BE HERE
h September. 1985. Mai my
book to the address on the back
of this card and bi me $3 50

Or stop by at The KEY or The BG News off lea, 106 U-Hall, to register.
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Falcons' Jamison sets goals for Olympics
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

For all the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade boys who could not outrun
"little" 10m Jamison in elementary
school, take heart. Her competition
has been feeling the' same way ever
since she began her track career at
Start High School in Toledo, and continued it here at Bowling Green.
Jamison, one of the tin-captains on
this year's track team, is out to win
the two Mid-American Conference
Championships in the 100 and 200
meter dashes that she claimed as a
freshman. After sitting out her sophomore year because of academic difficulties, she believes she is ready to
make her mark at the NCAA competition at the University of Oregon, May
28-June 2 and then compete in the
Olympic qualifiers held in June.
The Woot-2V4 inch junior from the
"old west end of Toledo" wants to
redeem herself after failing to qualify
for the nationals finals two years ago
in Austin, Texas. She finished with a
fast enough time to make the finals
heat but because of her placing in the

semi-final, not her time, she was left
out.
JAMISON HAS been a national
caliber sprinter in both the 100 and 200
meter dashes ever since her recordsetting days at Start. As a senior, she
led the Spartans to a state
championship, winning the 100 meter
dash in a time of 11.6 seconds, finishing second in the 200 meter dash
and placing third in the 100 meter
hurdles.
Combined with her twin sister
Kelly, the Jamison's were the one-two
punch according to their father, and
at the time, assistant coach Norman
Jamison Sr.
"I enjoyed watching their sibling
rivalry as both a father and a coach,
bu. the most enjoyable part about it
was the fact that their competitiveness was based on love - not hate,"
Norman Jamison Sr. said. "We're
proud of all our children and Kim has
fromoted an even greater feeling and
amily atmosphere with her success."
KIM, WHO has four other sisters
and one brother, grew up with Kelly
and the two rivaled for the fastest
times in their sprint events. Kelly was

Falcons finish third
Key injuries and inclement weather
limited the men's track team's in a
triangular meet with Eastern Michifan and Toledo held yesterday at
oledo.
EMU led the triangular with 102
pou
oints followed by UT with 51% then
the depleted
Falcons a close third at
deple
49V4. The Falcons had three first
place winners and five second place
performances.
Leading the top finishers was tricaptain Bill Hampton in the javelin
with a throw of 281', Jay Harper
winning the 110 meter high hurdles in
a time of 14.6 seconds and Dan Gruneisan in the 5000 meter run with a
time of 14:40. Minor injuries to Chuck
Morgan, Derrick Smith, and Kirk
Short kept the Falcons out of first

bg news statt/r Vnck Kim Jamison displays her winning form in recent competition against Ball
State.

place contention in the relay events.
THE SECOND place results included John Austin in the 100 meter
dash, Tim Brennanin the steeplechase, and Jeff Milligan in the snot5ut. The 1600 meter relay team of
ohn Austin, Chris Parry, Brian Malsam, and Keith Glover matched another second place finish by the 400
meter relay team of John Austin, Jay
Harper, Dan Marvin, and Keith
Glover.
"We're improving as a team even
though we've had some minor injuries
to some consistent performers, but
our meet at Toledo went well considering we were missing these key
runners," assistant coach Sid Sink
said.

TAKES A TRIP TO THE
NEW RIVER, WEST VIRGINA

Efficiencies
$150 month all utilities

: "•

1 Bedroom

WHITE WATER RAFTING

$175 month all utilities paid

$200 month plus gas & elec
(landlord pays water and sewage)

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

S| '60 includes equipment, rafts and transportation
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Congratulations

Rob Baker
Jim White
Mark Kohter
Steve Smith
Brett Kime
BethBurand
Joni James
BobGulosh
DougGabram
Steve Macionsky
Chris Velotta
Doug Gabram
Bl Rudolf
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A special thank?, to Doug Gabram and Bart Market for all their hard %
C3
work on parent's weekend. You did a great job!
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
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The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon are proud to
announce their 1983-84 award winners:
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The team travels to DeKalb, 111.
for the MAC Invitational this weekend where they hope to redeem
themselves. Bonar said he has total
confidence in the Falcon linksters
and will be depending on the
squad's depth for better performances.
"We've got to go to the MAC
invite and just play well; this (the
Keppler) is over and done with,"
Bonar said. "We don't have any
bad players and they're all capable
of scoring low rounds."
The ladies, who travel to OSU
nert week, tied for sixth with Longwood College in their competition.
Sophomore Claire Batista was
BG's low scorer with a 244 total,
putting together rounds of 86-79-79.
Geralyn Rapasky, a freshman,
was the Falcons number two linkster as she shot 86-84-83 for a 2S3
performance, followed by Sandy
Ensminger's 255 and Susanne Ohlsson who posted a 257 total.
The Perm State invitational was
the first tourney for the lady Falcons this spring, and they will be
facing a tough field in the Ohio
State Invitational as they continue
their short spring schedule; short
in that this is their last tourney.
Bonar considers the upcoming
tourney a chance to see what kind
of team he really has.
"It's (Ohio State invitational)
going to be a real barnburner,"
Bonar said. "We've got to try and
climb the ladder. We're a young
team and we'll play better as the
competition gets better."

Free Delivery

with 4 people
M 352-7182

Kim believes that much of the
credit for her success at BG goes to
head coach Pat Brett who has oeen a
great coach and much needed friend.
When Kim's grades were causing
Sroblems during her freshman year,
rett offered a team study session
conducted by herself for her athletes
who were having trouble in the classroom.
Although the most important goal
for Kim ui the future is to finish tier
education, she said the most important aspect to her life is being a
Christian and having a relationship
with Jesus Christ.
"Through all my victories and defeats, Jesus has been my biggest
influence all along, I depend on Him
in every race I run," Kim said."Regardless of how things turn out on the
track, I pray to Him before and after
every race.

With One or More Items

Heat,$ewage,Water & Coble paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
540.00 per semester per person
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Both golf squads had rough tournaments on foreign turf with the
men finishing 16tn of 24 teams at
the Keppler Invitational in Columbus, while the ladies placed sixth of
a 13 team field at the Penn State
Invitational in State College. Pa.
Ohio State took top team honors
despite missing two linksters to the
Masters Tournament. The Buckeyes finished 16 strokes ahead of
second place Illinois and 60 ahead
of the Falcons. Bowling Green
ended up behind five Mid-American Conference teams, with Miami's fourth place finish leading all
MAC teams.
Junior Brad Meek and sophomore Doug Clayton, were the
bright spots for the Falcons, but
even they could not break into the
top 10 individually. Both linksters
totaled 54-hole scores of 240, Meek
doing so with rounds of 87-76-77,
and Clayton shooting rounds of 778340.

Buff Apartments

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.
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by Karl Smith
sports reporter

RANDY STOCKE, who had been
the BG medalist for the last two
weeks and co-MAC golfer of the
week last week, wa. two strokes
behind Meek and Clayton, scoring
a 242 on rounds of 78-79-85. Coach
A.J. Bonar was not happy with the
Falcon scores but was not suprised
either.
"The course just beat up on us,
maybe I didn't have them ready
mentally," Bonar said.

April 27,28,29

2 Bedroom

ing to Start track head coach Tom
Inman, who recalls a meet back in
high school that was rescheduled for
Sunday but none of the girls could run
because of their sincere committment
to church.

Linksters fare poorly

»ft*fi^AM#M«i

SUMMER SPECIALS

always by Kim's side in those much
debated elementary playground
races as well, and had more luck
defeating her sister than anybody.
Kim admits her sisters Kelly and
Tracy, who also ran track, helped her
through rough times in her senior
year when her attitude was poor.
"Kelly kept me honest when she
knew I didn t feel like practicing,"
Kim said. "I always looked up to her
because she knew that practice
makes perfect and she always worked
hard. Tracy was more mature than
me in high school and when I didn't
have my act together she would always teU me to think things out before
responding.
'•BY THE"By the time my father
started talking to me about my attitude, I realized it was time for me to
straighten my act up," she said. "He
encouraged me to do my best and be
satified with that and when I didn't
run as well as I could, to work
harder".
Her family's support and strength
as a respectable well-disciplined unit
is one of the most memorable qualities about her success story accord-
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN
TOWN' CLOSE TO REC CENTER MOVIE
NTRAMUF
FRATERNITY ROW. BANK FAST FOODS AND
ICE ARENA

• Gas heat, hot water and cook
mg included
(small monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenace
• In-house laundry centers.
Plenty of storage area.
Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next fall.
C.ill 352-0164
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BG ruggers capture third MAC title
by Roger Mazzarella
sports reporter

Bowling Green's rugby team
strengthened its claim to being the
best rugby team in Mid-American
Conference history by winning the
MAC rugby tournament last weekend
in Muncie, Ind.
The Falcon ruggers beat Ball State,
14-0 in the championship match to
become the only team to win three
consecutive MAC titles.
Not content just to win, the Falcons
did it in grand style as they had to
battle two days of driving rain and a
sea of mud in addition to their conference foes. Despite the tough elements,
the Falcon defense rose to the occasion.
IN FOUR matches, the only points
scored on BG came on a penalty kick
in the second match. From sideline to
sideline, the Falcon defenders left
their hard hitting mark on their opponents ball carriers.
"There really wasn't anyone close
to us in ability BG head coach Bill
Cotton said. "It's too bad we couldn't
have had a dry field. Our backs could
have really put on a show for everyone."
Despite the conditions, the Falcons
backf leld put their superiority in ability and tactics to good use as they
scored 42 of BG's SO points over the
entire tournament.
"We drilled and trained for this
weekend for a long time" BG captain
Dave Meyer said. "If anything, the
only thing that went wrong was that
we didn't get to beat Miami."
MU WAS elimated early the first
day when they lost to Central Michi-

gan 104 and Kent State 9-7.
BG started off their title defense
with a 17-0 thrashing of eventual
championship match opponent, BSU.
Lock Don Lonsert joined backs John
Stefano and Bill Miller in scoring tries
while Stefano booted a penalty kick,
and Glen Schwab foUowed with a
conversion.
By the second match, the field
conditions had gone from bad to
worse and would stay that way for the
remainder of the weekend. It also
brought a change in BG's tactics.
Rather than taking the ball all the
way down the backline, fly half Scott
Huff began putting high "up and
unders" In front of the forwards.
SEVERAL OHIO University receivers found that the combination of
a slickened ball and BG forwards
Tom Schlomer, B.J. Hunter, Kevin
Hyland, and Lonsert running into
them usually resulted into a fumble.
Backs Stefano, Mike Walsh and
Dave Wilt all capitalized on Bobcat
miscues to score tries as BG beat OU
124.
In Sunday's semi final, a try by Wilt
and a penalty kick by Stefano proved
to be the margin of victory as BG
shutout CMU 7-fl.
A confident Falcon squad took the
field against a hopeful BSU team for
Sunday's final . The Cardinals had
made the final by placing second in
the division and beating KSU 9-7 in the
morning's other semifinal.
AT FIRST the Cardinals played the
Falcons dead even, and Wilt's return
of an errant BSU kick was the only
score of the first half.
The second half was a different
story as BG camped out on the Cardi-

NEW YORK (AP) - Gary Carter]
slugged a grand slam home run. and
BrynSmithipitched a five-hitter, leading the Montreal Expos to a 10-fl
victory over New York Tuesday,
spoiling the Mets' borne opener.
After a 6-1 start, the Mela have lost
three straight games.
Carter's bases-loaded homer, the
seventh of his career and his second
homer of the season, came in the
fourth inning against Mets rookie
right-hander Ron Darling, 1-1.
Smith, 34, did not yield a hit until
Wally Backman singled with -one out
in the third. He yielded consecutive
one-out singles to John Gibbons aw
pinch-hitter Danny Heep in the fifth
but got Backman to fly out and fanner.
Jose Oquendo. The Mets also got
singles in the eighth and ninth In
Dings.

photo/Roger Mcszereiio
Following a minor penalty, Bowling Green forwards (left to right)Brian Klnsvatter, Kelly Blakley, Tom Schloemer, Don
Lonsert and Dave Meyer try to block for scrum half Bill Miller passing from the back of the scrum

rials' 35 yard-line, and began to probe
the opponents defense. Wilt broke the
impasse when he outraced three BSU
defenders to recover his own punt in
the Cardinal end zone for a try.
Brian Kinsvatter's theft of a BSU
pass on the Cardinal 5 yard-line resulted in another try, with Stefano's

conversion lifting the Falcons* lead to
144.
THE BIG game, however, was the
anticipated matchup against Miami.
"Alot of us take a match with them
(Miami) very personally," Suter
said. "We get tired of listening to
them bad mouth this school (BG) and

our team."
However, it was the
i that
did the listening, as Wood
MU for two tries and 19 points, leadingthe Falcons to a 23-0 runaway.
The Falcons sport a 19-3-1 record
and will host OU this Saturday at 1:00
p.m. at College Park.

York announces eight new players for next season
Bowling Green hockey coach Jerry
York has announced the signing of
eight student athletes to national letters of intent to attend BG next fall.
The Falcons are losing eight seniors
from the national championship team
of 198344.
The eight recruits and the hometowns Include: Doug Clagett (Dubuque, Iowa), Daryn Fersovich
(Edmonton, Alberta), Brian McKee
(Willowdale, Ontario) Andy Gribble
(Agincourt, Ont.), Brian Meharry
(Don Milles, Ont.) Scott Paluch (Chicago, ni.). Brent Regan (Edmonton,
AM and Paul Ysebaert (Corunna,
Ont).
Claggett, McKee, and Paluch
served will serve as defenseman
while Fersovich, Gribble, Meharry,
Regan, and Ysebaert are forwards.

Volleyball team wins

The Bowling Green men's volleyball
team won the Midwest Intercollegiate
volleyball associations' Bailey-Kovall
division championship last weekend
at Earlham College in Richmond,
Ind., with an exciting five-game, two
and a half hour victory over Northern
Illinois 15-12,14-16,15-10, an 15-11.

The Falcons spikers, seeded second
behind top seed NIU, started the day
out by defeating Earlham 154. 15-4,
and then pulled out a close victory
over Purdue 16-14,12-15, and 16-14.

In the semi-finals, BG rolled over
the University of Michigan 154,154,
and. 15-11.
Mark Aiple was named the tournaments Most Valuable Player while his
brother Matt was named to the Division all-star team.
BG travels to Fort Wayne, Ind., to
face either George Williams College
or Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne in
the MTVA quarter finals. If the Falcons win, they will face either nationally ranked Ohio State or Ball State
who received quarter final byes.

BG and Detroit were evenly
matched throughout most of the first
half. Towards the end, however, Detroit jumped to an 84 lead.
Early In the second half, Detroit
scored their third and winning try to

Women's rugby results

Bowling Green's women's club
rugby team was defeated in its match
against the University of Detroit last
weekend by a score of 144.

United Way
People Helping People

352-7734

5.00 Specials
OR

This Week!

The University Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for:

BG News Slimmer Editor
& 1984-85 Editors for
The Key
The Obsidian
Miscellany Magazine

DATE: April 19-Thurs.
TIME: 9:30 p.m.
PLACE: MSC 210
ADMISSION: FREE

Applications available at 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: TODAY April 18,5 p.m.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIV. (OX)

B.G.S.U.
Annual Charities Board
BIKE AUCTION
Numerous Bikes, some jewelry
and other lost and found articles4

WED. APRIL 18,1984
Student Services Bldg. Forum
Viewing starts at 2:30 p.m.
Auction starts at 3:30 p.m.
Terms are CASH
(Checks accepted with ID.)

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
OFFERS YOU

$50.00 gift certificate
when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE,
AND TRASH PICKUP
• Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

Charities Bd. for Distribution
Weekdays 9-5:00

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

• Check us out and see the improvements
before you lease
• Talk to our present residents about
the 'NEW Campus Manor then sign fast
• We are filling up, on site Office (B-15)

OPEN DAILY
352-9302

SIGMA CHI

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

L0WENBRAU
Presents
GENE
.RICHARD
WILDER
PRYOR
Together
Again in...

STIR
CRAZY

e

• w co. u~». nc'iMl Mmaraii

K

WEDNESDAY APRIL 18 220 MSC
7:00 PM AND 9:00 PM DOORS OPEN AT 6:30

Furnished & Unfurnished

AUCTIONEER: EUGENE E. ADLER
All proceeds go to B.G.S.U.
"Students hare until 4/17 to
Identify pqtseatiom with campus safety.

The ruggers only try came near the
end of the match. They converted the
kick to bring the final score to 144.
BG's record stands at 3-2 overall.

The Orioles took a 24 lead in the
fifth. Toronto starter Doyle Alexander lost his perfect game in dramatic
fashion when, with one out, John
Lowenstein slugged his first homer of
the season over the center-field fence.
Ken Singleton then doubled and
went to third on a single by Todd Cruz.
Rich Dauer grounded back to Alexander and Singleton was retired on a
rundown.
Rick Demsey walked to load the
bases. Al Biimbry hit a chopper that!
struck first base for an RBI single.

• New ownership - same great location

2-12" Pizzas- .70/ltem
14" Pizza & 2 Lg. 20 oz. pop.80/ltem
Good Thru 5/5/84

make the score 144.. BG battled back
against an aggressive squad.

TORONTO (AP) - George Bell
snapped a 2-2 tie with a single to
center in the eighth Inning and gave
Toronto a 3-2 victory over the Baltimore Orioles Tuesday in the Blue
Jays' home opener.
Willie Upshaw opened the eighth off
reliever Tippy Martinez, 0-1, and after Cliff Johnson was intentionally
walked, Bell stroked a single to center
off Sammy Stewart, the third Baltimore pitcher.
Toronto reliever Jimmy Key and
Dennis Lamp contained toe Orioles.
Key got the win and is 24. Lamp got
his second save.

We- have more for less.

NORTHEND PIZZA
110W. Poe

Free Delivery
$

Expos win;
O's hipped

SO* ADMISSION TO CO TO WALLACE VILLAGE FOR CHILDREN
Evenings by Appl.

Here's to good friends.

10 bg newsJaprll 18 1964

classifieds

BACCHUS meets weekly on
Wodnsadaya at 8:00 p.m. In 615 Ufa
Science BUg Here a your chance to
get nvorved' Everyone welcome

lian>i»»ia IlKow erxo rrn w .... P. M
r »s B 30 nca p> m
ctMnmaii nntimn)no(««i"iw* »u« t»v«« •<»**•• -* <* ******

Mrs 16. 1964

FOUND Sat of keys on High St Cat
362-8144 to IdenoTy

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Found mate puppy, 6*7 mot. near
Man I and Wooafer Cat 3526323.
LOST Saver, leaf-shaped pendant. 3
whttoetonee. 1 Dkieetone Reward

ENGRAVABLES
Personated gifts catalog.
sand SI 00 to Engrave-A S«n Ltd
123 S Main SI
FMkry. Otao
45840
WswB deduct $1 00 from tlral order

TO OUR ALPHA QAM BIOS IT
SEEMS TO US. THAT A SWEEPER
IS MORE OUT OF PLACE THAN
TOaLET PAPERI EVEN IF IT IS W A
MEN'S BATHROOM?
THANKS FOR THE FUN QaFTS
LOVE. YOUR UTTLE "SPRINOS

ALL I NEED IS A PLACE TO UVENEXT FALL SEMESTER. I OONT
CARE WHERE OR WTTH WHO CALL

VOLUNTEER FOR TRIATHLON
l*ORMATrON MEETING
APRIL IB, 9 PM
MEZZANINE RM ATSRC

HAf^BSRTHOAY
DIANE BENYA
YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY BABY
WE LOVE YA LOT8
BETH. LARRY. KENORA. KRISTEN.
SUSAN. VAL. BRIAN. CARLA.
PAULA. ULA

To tha Aloha Oaaaaa Delta Senna
Ptestae: You auya are the araateet,
•a seaMn'l here aaked for batter
pledgee. Keep up the eetrtL

Mass Roommate. $105/mo a V,
uaatJaa, own room. Cal Jack 352

Next To New Shop
Clothing a Houeowores priced low
Open Tues 10-4 S Fri 1-7
St AJoyaoia School. 2nd tloor

BtgUea.
Congrats on your Kappa- Lavakenng11
am so happy tor you. KKG love and
mm. LI Mary

TUTORING
Beetc Math - Algebra - Calculus
nearanrj — Grammar — Compoaition
Cal 874-3349 attar 6 p.m.
OAKHURST LEARNSNG CENTER

aVwthera 5 PI Kappa Alpha
You showed the true meaning of
frstemallsm by totting ua 'borrow
your bUe. Wa really spysfosesto It
The ■rstnata or Sigma PM Epeston

Professional Typing
neoaonofaa Rates
353-6659 Evenlnga 1 waakanda

FILM "ACTIVE NONVIOLENCE,demonstrahng aflemahves to aogresason w* be shown TODAY. 4 00 p m
m OFFENHAUREH WEST LOUNGE
FREE and OPEN TO ALL' (Peace
Weak Event)

CAROL the drunken Ibraran Remember the "Kod Kids'' at Uptown
In Its hoepkat? Auatj S Crasg Papal
Light. Bandanas "I'm not wajkln' to
Krogaral" Colorado1 Bowling wtth
Bobby Yes! Yesl Making friends at
Mmmg Co Driving to Bay vlaage
Sktaping with Satan Sasang al nrte in
tha Fasts 7am Hi Dad'' Edgewater
Yacht Ctub. Out of eggs, tha cracker
remans Shots of tsquaa Happy
Bday1 Searchng for the sword Hal
lowaan
Eating Gooch's burnto
Going to Dayton coming home groan.
I rust warme ay flat—You can't, someone's ki your bed—I couldn't find my
coal Paama Party Altsrhoura Alex's
aara. Dying an unusual deethoears S
honey Always wash on stars a be
leva In rasioows Luv. KEL
P S Do you work for tha Unk?

TYPING
Done to order. Pick-up A doavery
service avail Cal 352 7801
Word Proceaaing — Typing
Reasonable - Fast
Cat 352-6480

MAIN EVENT MARKETING CLUB'S
MEMBERSHIP DFOVE MON APRIL
S3 TT4ROUQH FF0 APRIL 27 FRST
FLOOR BA BUILDING FOYER
A M A PLANNING AND PARTrCI
PATeMG FOR THE FUTURE PROFESSIONAL

Summer LOFT STORAGE Service
Free ton pick-up and fall loft deevery
Vary leseonatyie rales Optional Dementing available 352-3836. manager. Preston Gandy. Cat now lor
^formation

PEACE VKUL ... MUSIC. SPEAKERS.
READINGS, AND CANDLELIGHT
WILL ALL BE PART Of TONIGHT'S
VIGIL FOR PEACE IN THE UNION
OVAL PEOPLE WILL GATHER AT
7: J0PM. PLEASE JOIN US FOR THIS
PEACE WEEK EVENT.

iummer LOFT STORAGE Sennet
Free toft pick-up and tat
loft doavery Very reasonable
rates Optional dramantang
ll aaahln 352-3836. rnonoger
Preston Gandy Cat now tor
rrloimation

Tha ai Squash SU part TV series
plua sve demonatrahona and on-court
practice with BGSU Sguaah Club
Every Thursday through May 3. 89:30 pm.. Student Recreation ConJar

NEED TYPING?
6th Year Service

TODAY" Is
The Business Career Search
Seminar From 8—5 pm m tha
upetajra o' the Union Speakers from
(afferent companies wal diecuss va
noue topics involving thev co. Everyone is welcome

352-0609

Al the latest in Spring Fashions at
Joans N Things. 531 Ridge Open
Tonight '■ 8.00 pm

Found. One red and blue striped
umbrella with brown wooden handle
Found on the tfwd floor of University
Hal Caa between 5 30-6 00 PM
Phone 3720087
LOST
GOLD DIGITAL LADIES
WATCH V FOUND CALL 3528144

LJOUEUR MAKING WORKSHOP
Apr! 19(1 6 00 9 OOp m
Alumni Room. Union
Sign up In UAO office
16 00
Mark. Rooaar, Boo, rhrl:
Whoever aatd Two a company, thras
b a crowd. Forgot four a more fun'
Thanks for making my last date party
one to remember Love. Bay

C MOORE. SALLY. BECKY. DEE
DEE.??? THANK YOU FOR A BIRTHDAY I'LL NEVER REMEMBER YOU
GUYS TOOK AN ORDINARY DAY 8
MADE Tl VERY SPECIAL THANKS
FOR CARING' LOVE YA' PANCH

PfBL OALLESEN - CONGRATS ON
BEING TAPPED MTO PM BETA
KAPPA. YOUR fjWfOUUsBM* TO
CASE WESTERN LAW SCHOOL.
AND FOR BEING AN ALL ABOUND
GREAT OUY. OOOD LUCK NEXT
YEARIII PICK

Cone/Mutations Maria Eaway tor being chosen ea Kappa Sigma "Dream
Gat.'' Wa think you're super Love.
Your Pr. Mu Salers

AH Greek Review
Thursday nlta at 1:00 am
to tM Grand Betaraom
THE BROTHERS Of StOMA PM
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE THEIR BIKE TEAM ON
THEIR "VICTORY"- WE KNOW
WHO WON THE RACE AND WE ARE
VERY PROUD OF YOU.
THE ENTIRE 4—MAN MOURNS THE
DEATH OF OUR BELOVED PINK
FLAMINGO ON APRIL 14. 1984.
Tim O'DoughertyThanks tor everything I couldn't have
puSsd a raoar bag out of the bathroom'
Barb

425 EAST
WOOSTER STREET

OF>E3XF
PANTRY
FOOD MART
TIL

LAURA FRANK
HAPPY 20TH BBTHOAYI
YOLTRE TERFOFICI
GET PSYCHED TO CELEBRATEI
LOVE. AMY a DARLENE

Cindy, had a great weekend Hops
you did ahot Sea you Friday
ROB

CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHN
GRAHAM AND KAREN HALAS ON
THER Sk3 EP - ALPHA XI LAVAUERtNG
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON

Anniversary Sale
Store wide Savings
Athletic Shoes and Sport
FALCON HOUSE
140 E Woostar

JUUE OEKEN - HAPPY 21ST
BfRTHOAY TO MY BEST FRIEND
AND ROOMMATE' I HOPE THIS
BfRTHOAY IS THE MOST HILA
RfOUS. BIZARRE. AND EXOTIC ONE
EVER' LOVE. CHRIS

NATIONAL SECRETARIES DAY
WEDNESDAY, APRH 26
Show your appreciation Buy your
secretary red allk roses. Order by
April 20 at Business Education
Office Delivery-April 25 « 21. It .00
per tail 18.00 for halt daaaa. -SO*
Delivery charge. Sponsored by PI
iPt
Phi Daft midges,
We enjoyed breakfast and 2001.
Oood luck thru pledging. Alpha
Gamma Dafta Ptodgea.

Congrats to al my new brothers In
Delta Sana PI on being initiated' I'm
soooo proud of at of you
Love, Mary
P.S Doss anyone want a beer shampoo?

PERSONALS

LOST AND FOUND

HAPPY HOURS at SAM B'S
5-7 pm A 10 pm-midnrle
BRING A FRrENOII

All Greek Review
Thursday nHe at »:00 pm
In the Grand Baawoei

THINK YOU'RE PREGNANT?
FREE TESTS AND HELP
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL!
HEARTBEAT
241-61 SI

Oon't miss your last chanca to buy
an Easter Basket for your Favorite
Bunny! On sale today In tha union
foyer. Delivered on or off campus.
All procedes go to hasp aava tha
harp aaalal Sponsored by Students
tor animals and Kappa Sigma Star-

7 DRVS

The AX lormal wee trie beet, very MM
do I rest! A M "tippy we mo oet.
tnet's one aeenand n never forrjeti
Once amokay got oong. ha was
greet Oh someday, someday. I w«
waftl
Love. Your LI Alpha CM

SERVICES OFFERED

Criminal Justice Oroanlialion
Candy Sale. Thursday. April l»lh
and Friday. April 20lh In Unhrerslty
MaH

PHONE: 352-8723

mmniGHT

OPEN DULY 7 A.M. TIL 1 » K

Traoy.
Thai past aaakand was great. Ws
must go out again real soon. Also.
uongiata on making PummeretteCool
Love, Steve
Volunteers In Progress
• announcing the ooalhon ol Campus
Ctar»ea Board Coordinator Appaca
Bone I aasnllm317rx»06Sajdant
Servcee Deadane a Apr. 30 1064.
Its tlma to oet Involved'
as IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR $44 THROUGH THE U S GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAYI CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT.
1784.
EUROPE! from (460 Rounds* atr
(DetronVFrankfurt). S370 2 mo EURAiLPASS, Hoatata. RakVoow Tours
600/263-4014
Abortion. Pregnancy Testa
Student Rasas
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo (419) 266-7768
KUU MOat t DAD SWEATSHIRTI
AM BACKI Greet tor Mother »
Father's Day gjfta or fuel to show
mem mat you care. Order by eeang
364-3167.
Party Room For Rant
4-O'aOib
7th and High
362-8376 after 5: 352-7324
rtalnonB for any oocasson.
Tha rjeaoonrnan 362-6061
Houaa to share
M. Graduate Student, turn laundry.
Avaaabte May 1 and Sept 1.
t176O0/mo not. utl Cal 3625436 or 623-3406 after 3:30.
House to ahara
M. Graduate Student, turn laundry.
Avassbts May
t and Sept 1
S17S.0O/mo. aid. ufl. Cal 352
5436 or 823-3405 after 3 30

WANTED
for
and or 64-85 act), yr Free gas 6
water at Ftockledge Aprs Cal Jarv
nUer at 362-8334
WANTED: POOL MANAGER/LIFEGUARDS. Pambarvle Community
Pool. Sand appecenona to: PembervBe Commjvty Pool Corp.. Pambarvata. OH 43450
. F rmte needed for summer to ahara
Parkview Mobta Homo $1807mo .
ownbdrm Cal Joy 372-5036.
1 Mature F needs 84-85 housing
Own room naceea Cal Peg after
6:00 (216) 2480382 or 364-

3167
WANTED RIDERS TO PENSACOLA.
FLORCA LEAVING APPJL 18, RETURN APR*. 23. CALL DENSE.
354-2118.
.
Female nrse. warned for Fal Sam.
oray. Rant a »107 50 month Cal
Karen, 352-1228.

Borden

PIZZA

30

c

Cain's

TOR-TICOS
TICS M MOM

Vi" $129

Vi fallon $
carton

9

I?

Nabisco
Oroo

■ 01

49

12

$179

1?

ECKRICH

BOLOGNA
SKaee

«HM

Tbiak

WANTED Volunteera to parBcepate m
an axpartment on the polygraph Wa
pay eeHcted volunteers $3 for 1 fir.
paia a chanca to earn more. Please
cat Mr. Mason attar 6 p m. 352
4824 MaWaonryr

352-4204
M. rmte. needed for aummar and/or
84 85 yr. Ctoaa to campus;
SlOO/mo Cal Brtan at 362 3354

llE

FOR SALE
78 Cougar XR7
Loaded w/axtraa. excel cond Btsck
Exterior. Red interior. Price to sal
Grand RspUs 832-7461

2761.
far summer. Pleas, call Ellen tor
. 3I2-IS05.

lass aalgrll now, aak ma how.
Caal after 3 p.m.. 66BM7B

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM
need a
aporty turnaned l-peraon apt. for
aataaaar. I have tha right one tor
you'" Cbsa to campus 403 2nd 4
Ugh St
Cal D. C. I52-01M.

COUCHtCHAW
PfaCE NEGOTIABLE
CALL 354-1 HI
12 string Alvarez acoustic guitar
w/ceee. $160 (negotaOlel 352
7157 aflat 10 p.m.. Bryan

2 F. Roommasaa needed for summer
n.aaonafas Ram. Ctoaa to campus.
C4l Karen, 362-7265.

Engiah dart, a acceasortsa
Purcel'a Bike Shop
131 W. Woostar SI 352 6264
Wason Go" Clubs S Bag
$175.00
362-4808

HELP WANTED

A Trams Lofl $75
Couch $25
Cal Glen at 372-6222

SUMMER JOBS
FOR SPORTS MINCED. HARO
WORKING STUDENTS OPENINGS
M MANY PARTS OF OHIO: $200 A
WEEK AM) UP. TWELVE WEEKS
GUARANTEED. FOR MORE INFORMATION COME TO:
PERRY GROGAN ROOM
STUDENT CENTER
AT 11:00am.. I OOpm or J 00pm
ON WED.. APPAL 18. 1884

NowRenhngFal 1864
One « Two semester Mas*
Futy turn. EMiOencies. complete
w/cotor T V . Cable, al uaHaa paid.
Cue! Atmoaphere $285 (1 par).
$178 ee (2 par). 364-3182 12-4
weekdays. 352-1520 anytime
4 bdna. 303 S. Prospect.
Call John Hewlov. Raal Eetata.
164-2260.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NuaaBER OF APTS. STILL
AVAIL. FOR FALL I SUMMER.
" 621 E. MERRY, NEAR OFFENHAUER TOWERS, 2 bdrmV4 PERSONS"715-719 3RO ST. I SOflM.
- - ROCK LEDGE MANOR—SOUTH
COLLEGE 6 Ml ST—2 BDRMS.
"811 7th ST. 2 BDRM.
••FORREST APTS-SOUTH COLLEOE 8 NAPOLEON-2 BORM.
"118 E. Woo.ter.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE 354-2240

hilainabomf Company has summer
poeaone a aaahM In Marketing. Setae
and Adverttaing. irlarvlawlng In Student Union Canal Rm I at t 00. 2:00.
3:00 Wednesday ( Thursday April
tattle 19th
SLIMMER JOBS
ROYAL PRESTIGE HAS SUMMER
WORK AVAILABLE IN MANY AREAS
OF THE STATE. TWELVE WEEKS
GUARANTEED $230 A WEEK AND
UP. FOR MORE IhlFORMATION,
COME TO:
PERRY GROGAN ROOM
STUDENT CENTER
AT 11:00am. 1:00pm or 3:00pm
ON WED. APRIL 18. 1984

521 East Merry 2-BOVmJ4 person.
Near Otfanhauar Towers, «J00/person/semeeter. Tenant pays only
•ghts Building In excellent condition. John Howlo.e Reel Eatate,
W4-2286.
3 bdrm. house, amtl 6 people avalatM for summer I fal. Close to
campus 3538491, 9-6

"NaW l^tGLANO 80Y8 CAIa»"(Maaa) Counaator Poamone tor Pro
gram SpecaaMs Beaketbal, Cydng.
Tanraa, Canoeing. Fahlng. Kayaking
SaBng, Waterskung. Wlndaurttng. Archery. Arts $ Crafts. Computers.
OraievMuafc, Electronics. Hem Radto. Overnight Camping, Video Taping Good Setartes Inquire Camp
Mah Kas tier. 180 Linden Avenue. Glsm Rklgo. NJ 07028. Phone •
(2011428-8522

NEWLOVE MANAOEMCNT
STILL HAVE APARTMENT
FOR THIS WsSJaW 8 NEXT
FALL.A VARfCTY THAT
WILL PLEASE EVERYONE.
CALL 352-4.20 OR 152-1115

Oas block from oampu. on ManvlBe
— Leasing for summer, top haH of
house 9 bedroom., totally furrushed, terse kitchen, new lelitger
etar and alfa.li are paid. 187$ for
tha eaasmor. Call 3»2-«a04
Oet a fob. need to soblel? 1 bdrm.
famlahad apt. In a house. Avail. In
May. AB ulllrtla. Included In rent.
Only 1 block from campus Ores!
far palmer school. Call 162-6104
before 5:30, 3S4-1I5. attar 5:30 8

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air condNonsd. luty carpeted, cable
vaaon, aftlclsnclss. aundry lacaWaa
Now leaalng for aummar I fal.
461 Thurabn Ava 352-6435
SUMMER/FALL RENTALS
Conveniently located, fully fur
Mailed, AC. apta. now ranting' lor
Summer 1H4 end School Yaar
i 1*4-05. Call 152-4MI.

FOR RENT

Aitanaon: Can't say you can't earn
enough money tna summer until you
check Come eee what society oorp
can do tor you. Inlervlowa starting at
I 00. 2:00. 3:00. That opportunity
rmght turn your aummar around. Summer ntememps eaeahle. Muat have
traneportaeon Sas you Wednesday
and Thursday. Apr! 18th and 18th
Canal Rm I Student Union.

CAMP COUNSELORS
OutsWldng Sam and Trim Down
Camps: Tenna Dance. Stmneatics.
WSI. AtNeoca. Nutneon/Dietetica 20
pan. Seperste gkts' and boys'
camps. 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coasge Campuses al Mass
Pam, No Caroms. Cast Sand rssuma: MKhele Fnedmen. rXractor.
847 Hewlett Dr.. No. Woodmere.
NY 11681. 516 374 0766

We sW have a vansfy of rentata
tor aummar t taf.
Cal Tltue Repay 352-6666

SUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Manor-sOO Third St.
one 1 two bedroom. I umlehed. AC
apt.. Excellent location. ReeeonaMs Mas. Cast 352-4»M, between
4-10 pus.
FALL I SUtwMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-» BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4671 day or 362-1800 ava
Two bedromm apartment In duplex
adjacent to Offonhauar Tower awasV
abla August 16 $400. mo and uesPea Cal 354 1753 or 352-3406
VEL-MANOR APT FOR SUMMER
Acroaa horn Kohl Hal, across from
Rodgars Quad Clean, air conditioned qua! atmosphere Accomodabona tor 2 or 4 people One two
bedroom art lor (al Cal 362-2858.
2 bedroom newty turnahed apts
Now ranting lor 84-86 FREE aafaHe TV Cal 352 2663
UNEXPECTED FATHERHOOO
MUST RELOCATE1 NEW APT FOR
RENT PLEASE CALL 352-1346
Lower duplex: aummar 6 fal. upper
duplex; aummar j lal. 3520838
1 bdrm apt dose to campus 64-66
aehool yaar 1-267-3341
Summer rentate 1 bdrm. apts. and 6
bdrm. house Ctoaa to campus. 1267-3341
HOUSE FOR PJ1NT-SUMMER
140 Mantilla
Holds up to 9 people
Call 172-4140 or 372-4152

Smlth/Bogga RentalHouaee 4 Apta. for 84 85 school
yaar 352-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8917 after 6

Need Male Studenta to IB houaa tor
aummar onryl Own bedroom-near
campus Phone 352 7365

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
Ul'll I: I I.IMlIU UIII'MII
MI.IIIM IJ.iI.Ui IIIIMl-i.l
MIIHIIMII'VIII ! I'll I III
IIUMHIJUil (Jlils lltlll
lil'IHH IJ'.IUIlliHII
Mi it II4.lt f MUM.Ill
l.lil.H.I'I Ulllt .I UI.'UII
Ml Mill IIIIIIMH l-IH,;il'l
IJIIHI1 Ml.Mill f.lli 1111.1
MU..IMI.I 111 llllll 111
HI1HUIIUI.I ..iMIIU
1.1..II I'IMl I (.Illlil'lloiiH

Need Female Studenta to IB apta I
houeae tor aehool year 1984-85
Phone 362-7365

III lllltll
UtJtJUU

Summer Apsttnajtvl
352-7756 after 7 pm.
An efficiency apt. tlOO.mo
362-7636 afker 6.

Cal

Fum 2 bdrm. apta. 6 houeae.
Summer ratea avaaable
362-7454 before 5 00 pm
1 & 2 bdrm apis « housoa 9 mo
12 mo . « summer leases 352 7454
(between 1 oo-4:00pm|

111,11111
liUULi

lilllll
UUULi

"«.$139
pk|.

I |

SaaOaV Bfl

BVHHROOM TtSSUE

g,i,i,rtP39'

• FRESH DONUTS • HOT FOOD TO GO • HOT COFFEE • PARTY TRAYS •
• SOUPS - SALADS • HOT CHOCOLATE • BAGELS •

Submarine
SANDWICH

69'

s$1?9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

bottti

rTDELI SHOPPE
SPieiAl^tL^li!:
Delicious
American
CHEESE

GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
Box office open
9:00-5:00

^T PEPSI or
MOUNTAIN DEW Atf&l NORTHERN
2

Fresh
Boiled
HAM

Adults $5.00
Students $3.00

CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

BEER « WINE AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES!

ea.

llrjuaee Rooms- Apta Summer RentaaSoeael Rates. 352-7365-Certy

APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
(4/21 Matinee 3:00)

$179

DOUBLE STUF
CNVCM.4TE
sinomci 20 oi.
CMIaU
P'S

HOMOGENIZED
VITAMIN D

2% LOWFIT
allstic Jlllon

Kraft

7'/. M.

Borden Milk

Anorted Flavor*

MACARONI I
CHEESE DINNER

Century Label I Tag Co free openInge aval eeang custom pacfcaping
to refaaara Comrnaaion paja baneMs. S18-25K first year earrange.
Cal Mr Oaoroe Henry 362-7528

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM

ICE CREAM

POM

630 N Summit-Apt »C 2 bedroom
apt lor 4 studenta St 26 par per
eon/662 00 a aamaaler plus saactrlcal electric apt. I 2 eemeeter-lndrvldual

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

BARGAINS

ELSIE

Cjj rejular

Need t sa aaaOeaae houaa for aunv
assr, MeVaso. Ctaaa fa campu s, 204
1. Iw~r.lt I btkats, IV. oaths,
porch, no. caro*lng. VlaM or call
laBHUTs.

S380 Weekly.Up MaBng Orcuaral
No tinoaea'nuulaal Sincerely mtaraaaad ruan reply envelope: Drvtaion
Meedquaners, Bo« 464 CEV. WooOslock. ■_ 60086

t.

Sill Price, (sol Wedaiiia,,
Ipril 11, 1114 tkra
Salarreii, Ipril 21, 1114.

SAUSAGE • PEPPERONI
HAMBURG • EXTRA CHEESE

1 Fm roommate needed lor aummar
SSS.OOVmo. Ooss to campus, cal
362-7170.
Meat Ctrlatlan Junior
Jour, motor seeks mots rmte
for both aummar 1 S4-8B
Cal Mass 362-S4S1

DIANE YACOBUCCI
Having a big eater axe you a ska
having a friend, a amee. and s rainbow
al rolsd mlo one. You're tha beet1
Have a great day'
,
LAL. LiUea

Found 4711/84 men's lackat near
McDonald's 372-0681, 8-5

BACCHUS maals weekly on
Wedneedayaal8 00p m klSlSUfa
Science BUg Hare's your chanca 10
pst invofvod* Everyone worcomo

■ gnat Thanks to

BURS, tax. JEFF, SUE, SRAO.
BARS, TOOO, DEBBIE, SCOTT,
LINDA, DENJSE. JEANNE. SHARON,
1 DAVE: CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR INITIATION INTO DELTA
SIGMA Pll YOU WERE A GREAT
PLEDGE CLASS. I'M REALLY
PROUO Of ALL OF YOU AND GLAD
TO M YOUR BROTHER GOOD
LUCK WITH EVERYTHING AND
HAVE A TEPJMFtC SUMatERI
LOVE. KIM

3525998

AnamJon FraaaMiiaM, Sosfceeearee,
and Juniors: Student Court If now
accepting eppHcatlona (or tha ' 84 ■5 aehool year Application* may
ba picked up In 405 Sludenl Ser»
Ices, and thay art) dua April 20.

Tim.
The Mac Formal»
my super data.
Luv 01

To my *sx|

P'"»n •» M MMPas e 3 esyi bXav-puBecaeon n 4 00 p m Fnctov KOOpo •

Attention •» Orientation LMdn
Orientation Leader RMn D»y la
Sunday, April 29 WaKti your mail
torrlstallsl
.

Congrats on your inroaaon mto Theta
PI Saturday! I knew you would do If
Love your bt) bro, Mary

Eckrich
Cooked
SALAMI

1
8
10
14
15
IS
17
18
18
20

ACROSS
Shoo grip
Food fish
Walking (with
"on")
Oabussy opus
Ramody
About
Award-winning
musical
Neglect
"Rio
"
On all skies

22 Provender
23
24
28
30
32
33
35
39
41
43
44
48
47
49
51

54

Indifferent
Popular garnish
Trevlno, lor one
Music combo
Grecian goddess
"Your majesty"
Capital ol Qnana
Kind of tire
Botticelli
contemporary
Ukeatakecharge person
Dripping
River In N. Ireland
Setter or stew
Boston players
Former
California
governor
Harrow's rival

58 Engrave
57 To the highest
degree
83 Before eye and
out
64 Out on a
85 Castle ol note
86 Place for a
chapeau
67 Iridescent gem
68 Panorama
69 Toboggan
70 Potion for
Bacchus?
71 After smoke and
lotus

25
26
27
28
29
31
34
36
37
38
40
42

DOWN
1 Musical key
2 Molten rock
3 Mideast
potentate
4 Philippine native
5 Dreamy
abstraction
6 Disapproving look
7 Cigar receptacle
8 Jejune
9 Perceive
10 Exaggerated
11 Dogwood
12 Mink's cousin
13 Yes man
21 Some backs

45
48
50
51
52
53
88
58
59
60
61
62

Large amount
Attire
Market purchase
"
make a
deal"
Astute
Mackerel-like llsh
One of the
Argonauts
Parts of the
street scene
City on the
Truckee
TV sctor Karras
Wildcat of
South America
Garment with
strings
Civil War
general
Confluence
Salad Ingredient
Goes on holiday
Name ol lame pn
Broadway
Trenchant
d'hote
Cassava
Popular recording
Direction for
Greeley?
Part of A.M.
Hall ola
blennlum

